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Abstract— Being one of the most promising current technologies,
Web Services are at the crossing of distributed computing and
loosely coupled systems. Although vendors provide multiple
platforms for service implementation, service integrators,
developers and providers demand approaches for managing
service-oriented applications at all stages of development. In this
sense, approaches such as Model-Driven Development (MDD)
and Service Component Architecture (SCA) can be used jointly
for modeling and integrating services regardless of the
underlying platform technology. Besides, WS-Policy provides a
standard description for extra-functional properties, which
remains independent of both the final implementation and the
binding to the service in question. In this paper we show a case
study in which the aforementioned MDD, SCA and WS-Policy
are assembled in order to develop web services and their extrafunctional properties from a platform independent model, which
is later transformed into platform specific ones and then into
code.
Keywords:Extra-functional property, Web service, model-driven
development, aspect-oriented techniques, WS-policy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Web Services provide a successful way to communicate
distributed applications, in a platform independent and loosely
coupled manner, providing the systems with ample flexibility
and more manageable maintenance. Although development
middlewares provide a splendid environment for service
implementation, methodologies for earlier stages of
development, such as the modeling stage, are not provided in a
cross-disciplinary scope, whereby, for instance, the automatic
model-implementation transformation or the addition of extrafunctional elements would be feasible.
Academy and industry are beginning to focus on the
modeling stage, where it is also pursued to keep the loosely
coupled notion and independence from the platform [13]. Some
rising proposals focus on representing the service as a
component and others base the model on WSDL elements;
representative approaches are described below:
To start with, Service Component Architecture (SCA) and
Service Component Description Language (SCDL) provide a

way to define interfaces and references independently of the
final implementation technology, which will be bound
subsequently [3]. According to SCA, services are modeled as
components. These components are linked to a given interface,
which can be later specified in a particular one. Besides, the
components will show the required references for their
behavior to be completed. This proposal provides the following
advantages: first of all, it defines a very high level model,
allowing the developer to bind it to a specific technology at a
later stage. Secondly, the model can be implemented by using
different approaches such as Java, BPEL and States Machine,
therefore permitting adaptability to the client’s specific needs,
or to the most suitable option for its integration in a specific
environment. Thirdly, the model can be converted into XML,
providing an intermediate language to integrate different party
models into a unique system. However, this proposal does not
face how to integrate this definition with other stages of
development, such as implementation.
As a second trend, many proposals are emerging in the
literature where a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach
is being applied to web service development. MDA has been
proposed to facilitate the programming task for developers by
dividing system development into three different phases: a
Platform Independent Model (PIM), a Platform Specific Model
(PSM) and, finally, the code. Thus, MDA solves the integration
of the different stages of development, as mechanisms are
provided to model applications in a platform independent
manner which may be later transformed into the specific
required models and eventually into final code, but it does not
provide a specific way to do so for service technology.
Let us consider now that we want to provide our modeled
services with extra-functional properties, that is, with
additional pieces of code which are not part of the main service
functionality. It is suggested by the SCA specification that this
type of property may be modeled at a different level; the way to
do so and to include them in additional stages of development
has not been approached as yet. Alternatively, the named MDA
proposals do not consider how extra-functional properties may
be included in modeled services. On the other hand, WSPolicies have emerged as a standardized way for describing
extra-functional service capabilities by using the XML standard
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[17]. This allows properties to remain completely decoupled
when described and there is no need to establish dependences
from the service description file (WSDL) to the policy ones;
property description is not linked to a specific implementation,
either, maintaining the platform’s independent environment.
However, WS-Policy does not determine how the properties
are to be modeled or implemented, and an additional
mechanism would be necessary so as to integrate property
modeling and implementation with their description in servicebased systems.
In this paper we show a case study in which a proposed
model-driven methodology is applied in order to deal with
extra-functional property integration in web service
development, extending our previous work on the topic [9].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of the steps followed in this approach.
Section 3 shows how the PIM should be implemented. Then,
Section 4 explains the PSM stage, where Section 4.1 shows the
specific metamodels; Section 4.2 explains the rules used for
PIM to PSM transformation and, finally, Section 4.3 shows the
specific models obtained from the case study PIM. Section 5
explains the rules used to obtain code from PSMs and the final
generated code. Other related approaches are examined in
Section 6, whereas discussion and conclusions are presented in
Section 7.
II.

MODEL-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section we are going to provide a general overview
of the presented approach, describing the order to be followed
to face web services and extra-functional property development
from platform independent model to code, which will be
explained in detail in the next sections.
We will use one UML profile and an additional stereotype
in order to define our case study platform independent model.
Thus, UML will be our PIM metamodel and the developer will
be able to design the system by using common standard
modeling tools at this stage of development. UML is MOF
compliant, and so will the PIM metamodel. The extrafunctional property profile defines the abstract stereotype
extra-functional property, which will extend operation
metaclass or interface metaclass. The extra-functional property
provides five attributes: the first one is actionType, which
indicates whether the property functionality will be performed
before, after or instead of the stereotyped operation’s execution
– or if no additional functionality is needed it will have the
value none, only possible in the client side. Secondly, the
attribute optional will allow us to indicate whether the property
is performed optionally –the client may decide if it is to be
applied or not– or compulsorily –it is applied whenever the
operation is invoked. Then, a third attribute, ack, is included:
when true it means that it is a well-known property and its
functionality code can be generated at a later stage; it will have
the value false when only the skeleton code can be generated.
Finally, PolicyId contains the name of an existing policy or the
name to be assigned to the new one in the service side and
priority allows the developer to establish a priority in the
execution of the functionality of those properties which affect

the same operation. These are the necessary attributes to define
the main characteristics in any property, which may be
complemented with specific property attributes.Once we want
to use the profile in a specific case study, we will extend it with
the specific properties to be used or we can have a pool of
predefined properties.
•

Afterwards, the specific models have to be obtained: in
this case we decided our models to be EMF-complaints
(http://www.eclipse.org/emf/), which facilitates a graphical
edition of the element attributes within the Eclipse
environment, allowing easier consultation or modification,
if necessary. Service models will be based on a JAX-RPC
metamodel, and three additional specific metamodels are
provided for properties: an aspect-oriented one, a policybased one and a soap tag-based one.

Subsequently, the transformation from PIM to the PSMs
has to be defined. Several tools can be found for model
transformations and code generation. We used ATL (ATLAS
Transformation
Language
–
see
http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/atl/), which provides an Eclipse
plugin and has its own model transformation language, also
MOF-compliant. The ATL transformation file will define the
correspondence between the elements in the source metamodel
(PIM) and the target ones (PSMs) and will be used to generate
the target model based on the defined rules and the input
model. When the transformation rules are applied to the case
study PIM, its platform specific models are obtained.
Finally, code can be generated from the specific models by
applying additional transformation rules. In this case no target
metamodel is needed since these new rules will establish
correspondences from the elements in the specific metamodels
to Strings. On the one hand, JAX-RPC web service code, to be
deployed with the Java Web Service Developer Pack, will be
generated from the service specific model. On the other,
AspectJ will be used for the implementation of the property
functionality, thus maintaining properties well modularized and
decoupled from the implemented services; Java will be used to
implement the code necessary for optional property inclusion.
With regard to description, WS-Policy documents are obtained
for each property [1], which are integrated with the aspectoriented implementation.
III.

CASE STUDY

The case study presented in this paper consists of a set of
services related to a university administrative service and a web
client, created for their use.
The service side consists of a set of five web services:
• PreregistrationService: using the pre-registration web
service, the user will be able to create a new preregistration
application for any of the courses taught in the University
Centre of Mérida (CUM), to check the preregistration status
and to ask for a new copy of the preregistration application
to be sent to him.
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Figure 1. PIM with extra-functional properties.

• RegistrationService: by using the registration service, users
will be able to formalize a registration at the University
Centre of Mérida, by providing their personal details, the
courses to register for and payment information.

• Additionally,
invocations
to
personalData
in
RegistrationService must be encrypted. In order to enable
this functionality the desencyption stereotype has to be
applied to the offered operation.

• ExamOpportunityService: through the exam opportunity
service the user can obtain a list of the different subjects in a
specific qualification and can bring forward or cancel any
exam opportunity from the registered subjects.

Regarding the client in the case study, we have created a
web client for students to make use of these services by a userfriendly interface. The main web page of the web client is
shown in Figure 1, from which the different service clients can
be accessed.

• AcademicResultsService: academic results can be consulted
through this service.
• TeacherService: this service can be used to obtain a list of
all the CUM teaching staff in a particular area and to obtain
additional information on them.
Let us imagine that we want to include some extrafunctional properties to the services’ model. At this stage we
can discern three types of property: properties which are
always applied and do not imply changes or additional
information in the client code; those which are optional, so they
have to be somehow chosen by the client; and those which
imply changes to client code. In this sense three examples are
provided, one for each option:
• First of all, a log property, to be applied to all operations
offered by the registration service to record received
invocations.
• Secondly, a property called detailedInfo, which will be
required discretionarily by the client when invoking
bringForwardExam in ExamOpportunityService: exam
dates and locations can be obtained when changing the
semester in which the student is going to sit the exam; the
change is regularly updated and no additional information is
obtained.

IV.

PLATFORM INDEPENDENT MODEL

In order to create the platform-independent model we will
make use of the profile defined in the previous section and
motivated in [10], which allow us to models services and their
extra-functional properties in a platform-independent way.
In order to integrate the properties described in the previous
section in service models we have to extend extra-functional
property stereotype as shown in Figure 2. This figure shows us
the three mentioned property stereotypes:
• DetailedInfo property which provides the attribute
detailedInfoFunction in order to invoke the method which
will provide us with the new functionality.
• Log with two attributes. logFile and myLogFunction, the
first one will be the file in which we will record all the log
information and the second one the will be the method
which may be required for the mentioned log.
• Desencryption shows the attributes keyDoc – its value is
used as the reference of the private key in the parameters
decryption- and desencryptionFunction – it indicates the
method used for the decryption.
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Figure 2. Extension of the extra-functional property profile with
specific properties

Then we include the new property stereotypes in the service
models as depicted in Figure 3, which are described in the
following lines:
• In
order
to
provide
bringForwardExam
in
ExamOpportunityService with detailedInfo in the PIM, we
have to stereotype the named operation with
<<detailedInfo>>. Stereotype attributes are attached to
models as tagged values, but they have also been included as
comments in the illustration to show their values. In it the
attributes for detailedInfo indicate that the property will be
performed optionally instead of the execution of the named
operation; it is not a well-known property; policyID is
DetailedInfo _ao4ws and policyDoc is null.

• To provide personalData in RegistrationService with
decryption in the PIM, we have to stereotype the named
operation with <<desencryption>>. Stereotype attributes
indicate that the property is not optional and it will be
performed instead of the execution of the named operation –
so the decryption will wrap personalData functionality. It is
not a well-known property (ack is true) so that the
functionality code will not be generated; policyID is
Desencryption
_ao4ws
and
policyDoc
is
http://ao4wDes.xml. Finally, for this property we can see
that two specific parameters have been added: KeyDoc and
desencryptionFunction, which contain the values
myPrivateKey and myDesencryptionFunction, respectively
and which are used as the key and function to decrypt the
received message.
• Finally, log will be done for all the operations in the
interface offered by RegistrationService. For this purpose,
we have stereotyped the offered interface –
RegistrationServiceIF– with <<log>> in the PIM.
Stereotype attributes indicate that the application of the
property will be mandatory (optional is false) and its
functionality will be performed after the execution of the
interface operations. Since ack has the value true it is a wellknown property and therefore we will generate the complete
functionality code for it. To end with, policyID is
log_ao4ws, policyDoc is null, the method used for the
logging is myLogFunction and the file in which the log will
be recorded myLogFile.

Figure 3. PIM with extra-functional properties.
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It is important to remark that various stereotypes may be
applied to the same operation, if necessary, thus different
properties can be applied to the same element. Besides,
different priorities can be assigned to those properties which
are applied to the same element.
V.

EXTRA-FUNCTIONAL PROPERTY PSMS

In this section we will show, first of all, the metamodels
proposed for specific models, secondly the main rules used for
transformations as well as the Eclipse environment
configuration will be explained, and the specific models
obtained for the case study will be discussed.
A. Proposed metamodels
We generate a specific model oriented to JAX-RPC
services to be compiled and deployed with Java Web Service
Developer Pack. In this regard the metamodel will be formed
by the service Java interface and its implementation plus the
necessary configuration files: web, config-interface and jaxrpcri; these elements are shown in the left-top part of Figure 4
(properties of every element in the metamodel are not shown in
the figure due to space restrictions). The metamodel, as shown
in the said figure, is EMF-compliant instead of MOFcompliant, since it allows the developer to edit the generated
EMF specific models to easily check and modify property
attributes when necessary. The different elements shown in this
part of the figure correspond to a simplified Java metamodel
plus the three configuration files, which contain the main
attributes necessary for their description.

of when it has to be applied; ack indicates whether the
property is well-known and, finally, an action may refer to
the corresponding functionality. Besides, all additional
particular property characteristics will be included as
attributes. The metamodels, though represented in the EMF
format, have been defined by using the KM3 syntax
provided by ATL. For the better comprehension of the
property-related metamodels, we have also included in this
paper the KM3 definition. In this sense, in the following
lines we can see the Aspect metamodel KM3 definition:

Figure 5. Aspect-based metamodel.

package ASPECT{
abstract class AspectElement {
attribute name : String;

}

abstract class ClassMember extends AspectElement{
reference type : AspectClass oppositeOf
typedElements;
reference owner : AspectClass oppositeOf
members;
}
class Field extends ClassMember {
attribute value: String;
}

Figure 4. JAX-RPC metamodel.

As far as extra-functional properties are concerned, our
specific models will be based, first of all, on an aspect-oriented
approach to specify the property functionality, secondly on a
soap tags-based approach, to lay down the necessary elements
to be included or checked in the SOAP message header and,
finally, a policy-based one for property description. EMFcompliant metamodels are depicted in Figures 5, 6 and 7 and
explained below:
• As shown in Figure 5, every aspectClass will have an
attribute target which indicates the method for the property
to be applied, a second attribute, actionType, which informs

class AspectClass extends AspectElement{
reference typedElements[*] : ClassMember
oppositeOf type;
reference parameters[*] : FeatureParameter
oppositeOf type;
reference "package" : Package oppositeOf
classes;
reference members[*] container : ClassMember
oppositeOf owner;
attribute target : String;
attribute ack: String;
attribute actionType: String;
attribute opt: String;
attribute priority: String;
}
class Method extends ClassMember {
reference parameters[*] ordered container :
FeatureParameter oppositeOf method;}
class Package extends AspectElement {
reference classes[*] container : AspectClass
oppositeOf
"package";
}
class PrimitiveType extends AspectClass {}
class FeatureParameter extends AspectElement {
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reference type : AspectClass oppositeOf
parameters;
reference method : Method oppositeOf
parameters;
}

gives the name of the latter. For a further understanding, the
KM3 description is shown in the following lines:
package POLICY {

}
abstract class PolicyElement {
attribute name : String;
}

Figure 6. Soap tag-based metamodel.

• New tags are included in the SOAP Header to select –in the
client side– or check –service side– relevant properties,
when optional, or to deliver any other necessary
information, as shown in Figure 6. Every SoapTag element
will have an attribute target which instructs the method for
the property to be applied, a second attribute, value, to show
the tag to be included; finally, side indicates whether the tag
is to be included by the client or checked by the service. The
KM3 definition for the soap tag-based metamodel is
included below:
package SOAPTAG {
abstract class SoapTagElement {
attribute name : String;
}

class SoapTagClass extends SoapTagElement {
reference "package" : Package oppositeOf
classes;
attribute target: String;
attribute value: String;
attribute side: String;
attribute providerName: String;
}
class Package extends SoapTagElement {
reference classes[*] container : SoapTagClass
oppositeOf "package"; }
class PrimitiveType extends SoapTagClass {}

}

class PolicyClass extends PolicyElement {
reference "package" : Package oppositeOf
classes;
attribute opt: String;
attribute acronym: String;
attribute targetType: String;
attribute targetName: String;
attribute policyReference: String;
attribute interface: String;
attribute service: String;
}
class Package extends PolicyElement {
reference classes[*] container : PolicyClass
oppositeOf "package"; }
class PrimitiveType extends PolicyClass { }
}

B. Transformation Rules
In this section we comment briefly on one of the rules in
the created transformation file in order to show how the syntax
of the ATL declarative language is. As shown in Figure 8 this
rule applies to those properties whose actionType is other than
none and which are applied to an operation. In the following
lines we describe the different output results obtained in the
transformation:
• The first output is an aspectClass; its name is formed by the
UML package name added to the operation name and
property one. Its package will be the one of the source
element. Its target will be defined by the source namespace,
its package name and its own name. The actiontype will be
one in the source stereotype and its ack value will also be
the one in the source stereotype.
• The second output –out2– is used for obtaining additional
fields from the particular property to be included in the
aspect; that is, its name, its owner and its type (the type will
be String by default).
• The third output provides the aspect with the action and its
corresponding parameters (out3).
• Out4 will provide us with the soaptag elements to be
checked to apply the property when optional. This is the
reason why type has always the value service in this rule.

Figure 7. Policy-based metamodel.

• Finally, policy information is found in out5. This
information is composed of the policy name and package,
the target type and name, the ack value and if the policy is
optional or not.

• Figure 7 shows that a policy will be generated for each
property. The policy element will contain the policy name,
whether the property is optional, well-known or domainspecific (ack); targetType indicates whether the policy is to
be applied to a portType or an operation and targetName

The following step is to configure the Eclipse environment
in order to fulfil the transformation. To start the process we will
use the platform-independent model created in Section IV as
the source for the PIM-PSM transformation. For this purpose,
we have had to export the model to XMI (case tools have an
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option to export to XMI). Once we have our PIM in XMI
format we generate the specific models. For this purpose, as
previously mentioned, we have used the Eclipse environment,
in which the ATL plugin is installed. In the Eclipse
environment we have created a project in which the XMI file is
included. In this project the UML, JAXRPPC, ASPECT,
POLICY and SOAPTAG metamodels are also present, together
with the predefined set of transformation rules.

rule TV2AO {
from e: UML!TaggedValue (
(e.taggedValueType() = 'actionType') and
(e.taggedValueDataValue()<>'none')and (
e.modelElement.oclIsTypeOf(UML!Operation)
)
)
to out: ASPECT!AspectClass(
name<-e.modelElement.owner.namespace.name+'_'
+e.modelElement.name+'_'+
e.type.owner.name,
package <-e.modelElement.owner.namespace ,
target
<-'public
'+e.modelElement.owner.namespace.name+ ' ' +
e.modelElement.owner.name+'.'+
e.modelElement.name+'(..)',
actionType <- e.taggedValueDataValue(),
ack<-e.getAck()
),
out2 :distinct ASPECT!Field foreach(d in
e.getFields())(
name <- d.type.name,
owner <- out,
type <- String
),
out3 : ASPECT!Action (
name <- 'action',
owner <- out,
type<-e.modelElement.parameter>select(x|x.kind=#pdk_return)>asSequence()first().type,
parameters <- e.modelElement.getP()->
collect (p |thisModule.P2F(p))
),
out4 :distinct SOAPTAGS!SoapTag foreach(d in
e.optional='true')(
name <- d.type.name,
type <- String,
target <'public'+e.modelElement.owner.namespace.name+'
'+
e.modelElement.owner.name +'.'+
e.modelElement.name+ '(..)',
value:<- true
side <-service,
package <-e.modelElement.owner.namespace ),
out5: POLICIES!Policy(
name<-e.modelElement.owner.namespace.name+'_'
+e.modelElement.name+'_'+
e.type.owner.name,
package <-e.modelElement.owner.namespace,
targetType<-'Operation',
targetName <- 'public '+
e.modelElement.owner.namespace.name
+ '
'+
e.modelElement.owner.name +'.'+
e.modelElement.name+'(..)',
ack<-e.getAck(),
optional<-e.getOptional() )
}

Figure 8. Transformation rules.

In order to execute the transformation we had to configure
the Eclipse running environment: first of all the ATL file
containing transformation rules is selected (see top part of
Figure 9), then the source and target metamodels and source
model has to be indicated, as well as the location where we
desire the target generated model to be stored. An example is
shown in the lower part of Figure 9; in it we can see the
configuration for the UML2JAXRPC transformation, therefore
we only have one target metamodel. When the transformations
from UML to ASPECT, POLICY and SOAPTAG are
configured, the three specific metamodels and output models
have to be specified.
Thus, using Eclipse and the ATL plugin, we can perform
PIM to PSMs transformation from the case study, whose result
is shown in the next subsection.
C. Specific Models in our Case Study
Some of the specific models obtained from the case study
PIM transformation are shown in Figure 10, 11, 12 and 13,
where service and property models can be examined. Only
some branches of structure have been deployed to make the
illustration easier to understand. Specifically, we have chosen,
for instance, the detailedInfo property as a characteristic
example for the remainder of this paper.
Figure 10 shows the created web services with their
corresponding generated elements, namely service Java
interfaces and implementations and configuration files. For
instance, examOpportunity service package is deployed in the
figure, where we can see the Java interface
examOpportunityServiceIF with its corresponding methods and
parameters and its implementation. We can also see the
properties corresponding to the three configuration files.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the property models obtained,
detailedInfo property is explained as follows:
• An
aspect,
examOpportunity_bringForwardExam_detailedInfo, will be
generated for detailedInfo in the service side. As we can see
in Figure 11 its attributes target will be the method
bringForwardExam, for which we are aware they have two
parameters –data and Email. For inspecting the remaining
attribute values in the EMF environment, we would have to
click on the aspect element so that the remaining values
would be shown in the Eclipse property window. If we did
so we would see that actionType has the value instead, and
ack false.
• Regarding the policy element, as represented in Figure 12,
its name will be detailedInfo_ao4ws. If we inspected the
property window we would see that its optional value is
true, for policyAttachment, targetType is operation and
targetName bringForwardExam.
• Due to its optional nature, we ought to include code whose
function is to check whether detailedInfo has been selected:
the
corresponding
SOAPTag
target
will
be
bringForwardExam, its value detailedInfo and it will
operate as a side service – depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 9. Eclipse configuration for model transformations.

VI.

CODE LAYER: EXTRA-FUNCTIONAL PROPERTY
GENERATED CODE

Once we have our models for the case study we may also
apply additional rules to generate code from them. For this
purpose we will make use of the platform-specific models
obtained in previous section as the source for the PSM-code
transformation. The developer may have modified any attribute
value should they be necessary in the eclipse environment.
In order to generate the code, we again use the Eclipse
environment. We have created a project in which the Ecore
files obtained in previous subsections are included. In this
project the UML, JAXRPPC, ASPECT, POLICY and
SOAPTAG metamodels are also present, together with the set
of transformation rules corresponding to this stage of
development.

In order to execute the transformation we have to configure
the running environment. First of all the ATL file invoking the
transformation rules is selected, then the source metamodels
and models are indicated, as well as the location of the libraries
with the complete set of transformation rules, as shown in
Figure 14. In this figure the ALL2STRING transformation is
chosen, in this sense we have four source metamodels,
JAXRPC, ASPECT, POLICY and SOAPTAG, and their
respective models. We have also included six separate libraries
with transformation rules: one library is included for each type
of metamodel, one more in order to maintain the code
generation for the compilation and deployment files separate
from the implementation and description code, and one more in
order to generate the full code of well-known properties.
From the service specific model, where additional attribute
values can be added or modified (e.g. deployment endpoint),
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and deployment is generated. In this sense, the Java interface
and implementation skeleton will be generated and complete
configuration files created. Figure 15 shows the Java interface
generated for examOpportunityService.
From the property models, transformation rules will
generate skeleton code for the three extra-functional property
model elements: Figure 15 shows code generated for
detailedInfo. However, in the case of well-known or userdefined properties, a repository with specific code may be
maintained to generate additional code for the three of them. In
these cases, in which ack is true, it is possible to generate the
advice functionality and further policy content.

Figure 10. Jax-rpc PSM model.

Regarding property implementation, Java code will be
generated to check if soap tags are included in the SOAP
message and AspectJ has been chosen for the implementation
of the property’s functionality, consequently properties
remaining well modularized and decoupled from implemented
applications, as demonstrated in [11]. An AspectJ aspect will
be generated for each aspect class in our model. AspectJ
pointcuts will be determined by target element’s execution.
Concerning the advice, depending on the actionType attribute
value, before, after or instead, the advice type will be before,
after or around, respectively; its name will be the one in the
action attribute. With regard to property description, it is
proposed to generate the WS-Policy documents for each
property, integrated with the aspect-oriented generated
properties as explained in [12]. In this sense, an xml file based
on the WS-Policy and WS-PolicyAttachment standards is
generated. The policy is attached to the stereotyped element in
the PIM, represented by the attribute targetName in the policy
specific model.
VII. RELATED WORK

Figure 11. Aspect-based PSM model.

Figure 12. Soap tag-based PSM model.

Figure 13. Policy-based PSM model.

the JAX-RPC service skeleton code for JWSDP compilation

As regards Web Service modeling proposals, such as [16]
and [4], it can be noted that most of the literature in this area
tries to find an appropriate way to model service compositions
with UML. The research presented by J. Bezivin et al. [4] is
worth a special mention; in it Web Service modeling is covered
in different levels, using Java and JWSDP implementations in
the end. It is also worth mentioning the paper from M. Smith et
al. [15], where a model-driven development is proposed for
grid applications based on the use of Web Services. Our work
differs from these in the sense that ours provides the possibility
of adding extra-functional properties to the services and is not
oriented to the service modeling itself; therefore it could be
considered as complementary to them. We can mention the
ASG (Adaptive Services Grid) project, which takes into
consideration some specific extra-functional properties in their
WSDL-centric model-driven development [14]; however,
services and properties have to be initially described by a
semantic language, and, being a WSDL-centric approach from
the very beginning, the possibilities of implementation for the
services described are limited.
Concerning proposals which focus on extra-functional
properties, we can especially mention two. To begin with,
WSMF from D. Fensel et al. [6], where extra-functional
properties are modeled as pre and post conditions in an
ontology description. Secondly, L. Baresi et al. extend WS-
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Figure 14. Eclipse configuration for code generation.

Policy by using a domain-independent assertion language in
order to embed monitoring directives into policies [2]. Both are
interesting proposals, however they do not follow the UML
standard, which we consider essential for integrating properties
in future service models.
Many policy-related contributions are emerging as policies
are a very popular issue nowadays. Among them we can
especially remark the contribution from T. Gleason et al.,
which provides very interesting discussion on policy
management [7]. On the other hand, plenty of literature can be
found on model-driven development for web service
compositions (for instance [5]); our proposal aims at providing
support for extra-functional properties in isolated or composed
services, and therefore could be complementary to the named
proposals.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper has shown a case study in which a model-driven
approach to web service and their extra-functional properties
development has been followed. Several issues arise for
discussion:
• First of all, it is important to remind that the profiles
provided for PIM level are motivated and further discussed
in [10], as previously said. We wish to mention that both
profiles attempt to keep the modularization and
decouplessness of the different level elements in our model
from this initial stage of development.
• Secondly, four different specific metamodels are used at
PSM stage in order to maintain the service development
independent from the property one on the one hand (Jax-rpc
metamodel), and, on the other, in order to keep the
properties decoupled from the implementation (aspect
metamodel)
and
description
(policy metamodel)

perspectives. Besides, more versatile services are provided
when the extra functionality is optional for the client, thus it
ought to be possible for properties to be selected somehow
in a transparent way for the service (soap tag metamodel).
This last case is especially suitable for domain specific
properties.
• Concerning the generated code, AspectJ has been used for
the implementation of the property functionality, thus
maintaining properties well modularized and decoupled
from the services implemented as demonstrated in [14],
where additional elements are also necessary for optional
property inclusion. With regard to description, it is proposed
to generate the WS-Policy [1] documents for each property,
which are integrated with the aspect-oriented generated
properties as explained in [15]. This allows properties to
remain decoupled not only at modeling stage, but also
during implementation. Besides, SOAP Tags will be used to
select optional properties and transfer the additional data
necessary due to the property inclusions in a transparent
way.
• Moreover, having service and property metamodels
separated, model-driven transformations remain simpler, but
still complementary.
• Besides, traceability is maintained from the very
independent model to code, so properties are easily
eliminated or added from any stage of development at any
level of abstraction, without damaging the remainder of the
system.
• Finally, regarding performance, it is important to mention
that no payload is included due to the aspect-oriented
implementation as it is a static approach.
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Abstract- Various researchers have reported that traffic
measurements demonstrate considerable burstiness on several
time scales, with properties of self-similarity. Also, the rapid
development of technologies has widened the scope of network
and Internet applications and, in turn, increased traffic. The
self-similar nature of this data traffic may exhibit spikiness and
burstiness on large scales with such behaviour being caused by
strong dependence characteristics in data: that is, large values
tend to come in clusters and clusters of clusters and so on.
Several studies have shown that TCP, the dominant network
(Internet) transport protocol, contributes to the propagation of
self-similarity. Bursty traffic can affect the Quality of Service
of all traffic on the network by introducing inconsistent
latency. It is easier to manage the workloads under less bursty
(i.e. smoother) conditions. This paper continues the work
published in [1], which introduced a novel algorithm for traffic
shaping to smooth out the traffic burstiness. It was named as
the Bursty Packet Traffic Shaper (BPTraSha). Experimental
results show that this approach allows significant traffic
control by smoothing the incoming traffic. BPTraSha can be
implemented on the distribution router buffer so that the
traffic’s bursty nature can be modified before it is transmitted
over the core network (e.g., Internet). A modified BPTraSha
algorithm is proposed in this research, which can be shown to
be more dynamic, and therefore responsive, than the previous
one. In this case, the dynamic variation of link speed can lead
to further reducing the long-range dependence of network
traffic.

Keywords:
Self-similarity, LRD, ACF, QoS, Shaping, BPTraSha.

I. INTRODUCTION
A number of factors, such as a slow start phase of the
congestion window, packet losses, ack-compression of TCP
traffic and multiplexing of packets at the bottleneck rate, can
cause either short- or long-term burstiness in the behaviour
of TCP flow [2]. The research in [3] investigates how
various versions of TCP congestion control affect network
performance when traffic is bursty. It shows a significant
adverse impact on network performance attributable to
traffic self-similarity and, while throughput declines
gradually as self-similarity increases, queueing delay
increases more drastically. Self-similarity is closely related
to the phenomenon of heavy-tailed distributions, where the
tail index of the distribution declines as a power law with
small index (less than 2). TCP represents the dominant
transport protocol of the network (e.g., Internet), which
contributes to the propagation of self-similarity [4]. It was
shown in [4] that TCP itself inherits self-similarity when it
is combined with self-similar background traffic in a
bottleneck buffer through the transform function of the
linear system.
The research in [5] investigated the relationship between
TCP’s congestion control mechanism and traffic self-

similarity under certain network conditions. It demonstrates
that, when a TCP connection is going through a highly-lossy
channel - and the loss condition is not affected by this single
TCP connection’s behaviour, TCP starts to produce packet
trains that show pseudo-self-similarity [6] (i.e. traffic is selfsimilar over limited range of time scales). In fact, when the
loss rate is relatively high, TCP’s adaptive congestion
control mechanism generates traffic with heavy-tailed off or
idle periods (i.e. inter-arrival time), which in turn introduces
long-range dependence into the overall traffic. The
researchers in [7] analysed the traces of actual TCP transfers
over the Internet and reported that individual TCP flows,
isolated from the aggregated flow on the link, also have a
self-similar nature. Also, the loss rate experienced by TCP
flow is an important indicator of the degree of self-similarity
in the network traffic. A natural construction of the
extremely bursty nature of TCP traffic comes from timeouts
(representing ‘silent’ periods) that lead to losses and,
consequently, losses increase the burstiness - and higher loss
rates thus lead to a higher degree of self-similarity (i.e.
higher values of Hurst parameter) [7]. It has been shown [8]
that if packets were to arrive according to the well-behaved
Poisson process, simple retransmission mechanisms can
make traffic appear self-similar over time scales and be a
possible source of long-range dependence. Retransmission
mechanisms can make a network congestible, because these
mechanisms often cause network inefficiencies which cause
throughput to degrade specifically in periods when load is
already high.
One of the major drawbacks of TCP/IP is the lack of true
Quality of Service (QoS) functionality. QoS in networks, in
simple terms, is the ability to guarantee and limit bandwidth
appropriately for certain services and users. Traffic shaping
is the term used for any system by which traffic is
constrained to a specific speed. Traffic shaping is an attempt
to control network traffic in order to optimize, attempt to
optimize or guarantee performance, low-latency and
bandwidth. Traffic shaping deals with concepts of
classification, queue disciplines, enforcing policies,
congestion management, QoS and fairness. Shaping is the
mechanism by which packets are delayed before
transmission in an output queue to meet a desired output
rate. This is one of the most common requirements of users
seeking bandwidth control solutions. The basic principle of
traffic shaping is based on the fact that the outgoing traffic
from the FireBrick or router is scheduled. The FireBrick is a
network appliance with a rich feature set, including a
stateful firewall, router, managed switch, traffic shaping,
tunneling, multilink handling, and much more.
Each packet has a time stamp, stating when it is to be
sent, and all traffic is normally sent in order and not before
its time. This method is used to deliberately slow responses
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from reject and bounce filters, as well as for speed lanes.
When sending a packet, its length is considered and the
transmission time added to the time for the next packet to be
sent. This ensures packets can only leave at the designated
rate and no faster. Shapers can smooth out bursty traffic and
attempt to limit or ration traffic to meet, but not exceed, a
configured rate (e.g. packets per second or bits/bytes per
second). However earlier research [9, 10] reports that the
strong robustness of self-similarity properties existing in
traffic cannot be removed by shaping.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II highlights
research related to shaping traffic. Section III describes the
definitions of self-similarity, long-range dependence and the
autocorrelation function. Section IV introduces the
algorithm BPTraSha and its purpose. Section V discusses
the performance and complexity of BPTraSha by
experimental analysis. Finally we draw conclusions and
suggest future work in section VI.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Several researchers show how to control the network in
situations where the distribution tail of the traffic flow
process cannot be altered. In [11] it is claimed that, by
incorporating shapers and policers at the edges of the
networks, huge buffers are needed that result in large delays
and may thus be unacceptable in practice. In [12] a Burst
Shaping Queueing (BSQ) algorithm is presented, which can
minimize the burstiness of traffic on packet switched routers
by interleaving packets that are going to follow different
links on next hops. The research in [13] discusses issues of
shaping and simulated queueing performance of ATM
traffic. In this work, a leaky bucket shaping method is used
and the shaping effect surprisingly results in higher values
for the estimated Hurst parameter (the degree of selfsimilarity) - that is, the estimated Hurst parameter is
increased due to shaping. It is also noted that the
interpretation of the estimated Hurst parameter is
problematic in practice.
In [14] an optical packet assembly mechanism is
proposed to function as a traffic shaper and its impact on
self-similar traffic characteristics at the edge router are
investigated. Simulation results demonstrate that the optical
packet assembly mechanism can reduce traffic correlation
and the degree of self-similarity. In [15], the three different
traffic shaping techniques are presented: thinning, striping
and shuffling, which can improve the queueing
characteristics of data by decreasing the short-term
burstiness and diminishing short-term correlations.
However, none of these processes are shown to decrease the
degree of Long-Range Dependence (LRD) in data. The
research in [16] proposes a dual leaky bucket technique for
shaping the web traffic, reducing the intensity of the long
duration traffic bursts, which, in turn, reduces the Hurst
parameter. The ‘leaky bucket’ procedure [17] is also
employed in [18] to examine the effectiveness of shaping in
the case of α-stable fractal traffic and it is found that shaping
and policing mechanisms do not eliminate self-similarity.
III. SELF-SIMILARITY, LONG-RANGE DEPENDENCE AND
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
It is especially important to understand the link between
self-similarity and long-range dependence of network traffic

and performance of the networks because such
characterization can be potentially applied for control
purposes such as traffic shaping, load balancing, etc. In
general two or more objects having the same characteristics
are called self-similarity. A phenomenon that is self-similar
looks the same or behaves the same when viewed at
different degrees of magnification or different scales on a
dimension and bursty over all time scales. Self-similarity is
the property of a series of data points to retain a pattern or
appearance regardless of the level of granularity used and is
the result of long-range dependence in the data series. If a
self-similar process is bursty at a wide range of timescales, it
may exhibit long-range- dependence. In general lagged
autocorrelations are used in time series analysis for
empirical stationary tests. Self-similarity manifests itself as
long-range dependence (i.e., long memory) in the time series
of arrivals. The evidence of very slow, linear decay in the
sample lag autocorrelation function (ACF) indicates the
nonstationary behaviour [19]. Long-range-dependence
means that all the values at any time are correlated in a
positive and non-negligible way with values at all future

{ ()

}

instants. For a continuous time process Y = Y t , t ≥ 0 is
self-similar if it satisfies the following condition [20]:
d
−H
Y (t ) = a
Y (a t ),

(3.1)
where H is the index of self-similarity, called Hurst
parameter and the equality is in the sense of finitedimensional distributions.
The stationary process X is said to be a long-range
dependent process if its autocorrelation function (ACF) is
non-summable [21] meaning that ∞
(3.2)
∑
ρ
= ∞
∀a > 0,

0 < H <1

and

k =− ∞

k

The details of how ACF decays with k are of interest
because the behaviour of the tail of ACF completely
determines its summability. According to [22], X is said to
exhibit long-range dependence if
ρ k ~ L (t ) k

where

1
2

− ( 2− 2 H )

< H <1

L ( xt )
lim
= 1,
t →∞ L ( t )

, as k → ∞

(3.3)

and L (.) slowly varies at infinity, i.e.,
for all x > 0

(3.4)

Equation (3.3) implies that the LRD is characterized by an
autocorrelation function that decays hyperbolically rather
than exponentially fast.
LRD processes are characterised by a slowly decaying
covariance function that is no more summable. When the
network performance is affected by LRD the data are
correlated over an unlimited range of time lags and this
property results in a scale invariance phenomenon. Then no
characteristic time scale can be identified in the process,
they are all equivalent for describing its statistics, i.e., the
part resembles the whole and vice versa. This is why LRD is
also called Self-Similarity [23].
IV. BPTRASHA: AN ALGORITHM FOR CONTROLLING BURSTY
TRAFFIC

Let us assume that the client networks (such as C1, C2,
C3,….., Cn) are connected to the main router of Internet
service provider (ISP). The packet sequences (i.e. packet
size in byte) from different sources are queued at the router
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T = timestamp
B = Packet size in bytes
TT = transmission time
bps = Bit per second
Delt = Delay in second
Tmod = Modified time
Tmod_cng = change in modified time
bps_mod = Modified bit per second
Ld = Longest delay
Sd = Shortest delay
S = sample count (e.g. number of packet sequences)
C = link speed

experiment, but due to space limitations we provide here
results from using LBL-TCP3-packet, LBL-TCP4-packet
and LBL-TCP5-packet data. The link capacity (i.e. desired
rate) applied here are C = 5 Mbps, C = 10 Mbps and C =15
Mbps. Figure 11 illustrates the expected longest delay
observed for different link speed with the variation of length
of packet sequences. It is clear from the Figure that higher
capacity yields less delay and thereby provides better quality
of service. Figure 12 shows the expected shortest and
longest delay for different link speed while length of
sequences is varied. The shortest delay found to be from
0.000001 second to 0.000004 second. The longest delay
here observed to be from 0.00056 second to 0.15927 second
depending on the link speed (C) and length (N) of packet
sequences. The higher the link speed the shorter the
observed delay. Table 1 illustrates a sample of trace files
that the BPTraSha algorithm uses.
TABLE 1: SAMPLE OF A TRACE FILE

Length of samples
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20


N

1. Capture B for corresponding T (i.e. T and B)
2. Count S
3. For k = 0 to (S-1)
a) if (k = 0)
bps[k] = B[k] *8 / (T[k]+TT[k])
where TT[k] = B[k] *8 / C
else bps[k] = B[k]*8 / (T[k]-T[k-1]+TT[k-1])
b) if (k = 0)
Delt[k] = 0
Tmod[k] = T[k]
else
i) Delt[k] = T[k]-(Tmod[k-1]+TT[k-1])
ii) if (Delt[k] >= 0)
Tmod[k] = T[k]
else
Tmod[k] = T[k]-Delt[k]
4. For k = 0 to (S-2)
i) if (k = 0)
Tmod_cng[k] = Tmod[k]
else
Tmod_cng[k] = Tmod[k+1]-Tmod[k]
ii) set bps_mod[k] = B[k]*8 / Tmod_cng[k]
iii) if (Delt[k] <0)
find out Ld
// Longest delay
find out Sd
// Shortest delay
5. Exit

x 10

Packet size in
byte (Bi)
41
42
42
41
82
55
41
42
42
454
40
95
55
40
40
41
41
104
41
72





Tn

Bn
6

Real Traffic
6

x 10

Traffic after shaping

5

2

4

bit per sec

Fig. 1. The algorithm, BPTraSha

7

2.5

Timestamp
(Ti)
0.008185
0.010445
0.023775
0.026558
0.029002
0.032439
0.049618
0.052431
0.056457
0.057815
0.072126
0.098415
0.104465
0.122345
0.12449
0.125228
0.138935
0.13995
0.14093
0.146912

1.5

bit per sec

buffer. The packet sequences arrive at the router buffer with
timestamp in second (or millisecond). Therefore we have
packet size in byte for corresponding timestamp. For the
experimental analysis we used Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory (LBL) TCP data which are publicly available in
[24]. The bursty nature of packet sequences arrive at the
router will be shaped with the fixed rate by the shaper
algorithm BPTraSha. Here we mean the link speed as
desired fixed rate (i.e. capacity, C) at which the packets
would be transmitted. In other words, a bursty traffic in the
input will be regulated with the fixed rate before they pass
through the network. The algorithm is described in Figure 1.
For the user’s convenience, the algorithm is implemented
both in Java and Matlab programming language.

1

3

2

The performance of algorithm has been depicted in
Figure 2 to Figure 10. The Figures show how the bursty
nature of traffic are smoothed out by the algorithm, i.e.,
bursty traffic have been shaped by the desired fixed rate.
The length of packet sequences used for these experiments
is N =65536. We used various types of TCP data for the
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Fig. 2. LBL-tcp3-pkt, C = 5 Mbps, N = 65536
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V. COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM, BPTRASHA
To explore the complexity of BPTraSha we chose six
workstations with different specifications, which are
represented in Table II. We investigated several lengths of
packet sequences such as N = 1000, N = 2000, N = 3000, N
= 5000, N = 10000, N = 15000, N = 20000, N = 25000, N =
30000, N = 35000, N = 40000, N = 45000, N = 50000, N =
55000, N = 60000 and N = 65000. In our research we
mainly emphasise the time (as opposed to space) complexity
of the algorithm.

Longest delay for different link speed
0.16
C
C
C
C
C

0.14

Longest delay (sec)

0.12
0.1

= 1 Mbps
= 2 Mbps
= 5 Mbps
= 10 Mbps
= 15 Mbps

0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0

0

1

2
3
4
5
Length of packet sequence

6

Elapsed time for shaping of packet sequence

7

18

4

x 10

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6

16

Delay observation ( link speed = 1Mbps)

Delay observation ( link speed = 2 Mbps)

0.16

0.03

0.14

shortest delay
longest delay

shortest delay
longest delay

0.025

0.1

0.08

0

1
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3
4
5
Length of packet sequence

6

7
x 10

4

Fig. 13. Observation of elapsed time for different length of packet
sequences with different PC’s
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4
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Figure 13 depicts the observation of elapsed (execute) time
for different lengths of packet sequences with different PCs.
It is obvious that PC5 yields better performance as it
possesses higher specifications. Figure 14 shows a
percentage of affected packets due to delay for different
lengths of packet sequences. Here higher capacity (C)
signifies better performance due to less affected packets.
However, the elapsed time for executing the algorithm does
not significantly vary for different link speeds with the
variation in lengths of packet sequences, a feature that can
be observed in Figure 15.
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Fig. 11. Performance of BPTrasha algorithm: Observation of longest delay.
Variation of link speed with different length of packet sequences.
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Fig. 12. Performance of BPTrasha algorithm: Observation of shortest and
longest delay, for different length of packet sequences.
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Elapsed time for different link speed
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TABLE II. WORKSTATIONS WITH DIFFERENT SPECIFICATION
C = 1 Mbps
C = 2 Mbps
C = 5 Mbps
C = 10 Mbps
C = 15 Mbps

Elapsed time (sec)

10

8

Work station

6

4

PC1

Intel Pentium (R) 4, CPU 2.4 GHz, 512 MB of RAM

PC2

Intel Pentium (R) 4, CPU 3.0 GHz, 0.99 GB of RAM

PC3

Intel Pentium (R) 4, CPU 3.0 GHz, 504 MB of RAM

PC4

Intel Pentium (R) 3, CPU 866 MHz, 384 MB of RAM
Intel Centrino Duo Core, CPU T2250 @ 1.73 GHz,
1024 MB of RAM
Intel Pentium (R) 4, CPU 1.80 GHz, 256 MB of RAM

PC5
PC6

2

0

Specification

0

1

2
3
4
5
Length of packet sequence

6

7
x 10

4

Fig. 15. Elapsed time for different length of packet sequences with
the variation of link speed.
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Fig 16: Variation of the degree of LRD with different link speed (C). Before shaping, the estimated H = 0.66, H = 0.68 and H = 0.7968 for
LBL-TCP3-packet, LBL-TCP4-packet and LBL-TCP5-packet respectively.

Figure 16 depicts the variation of the degree of LRD with
different link speeds (C) while shaping the traffic. Before
shaping, the estimates are H = 0.66, H = 0.68 and H =
0.7968 for the LBL-TCP3-packet, LBL-TCP4-packet and
LBL-TCP5-packet respectively. Clearly the Hurst parameter
(H) decreases with increasing link speed (C), meaning that
long-range dependent traffic can be reduced by the
BPTraSha algorithm. As link speed is inversely proportional
to link utilisation, a higher C designates lower utilisation
and thereby reduces traffic bit rate, which is consistent with
our findings. In Figure 2 to Figure 10 it is clear that the

traffic burstiness (i.e., large variation of traffic bit rate) is
reduced with the desired rate (i.e., C) by the shaping
algorithm. Note that LRD cannot be reduced by simply
increasing the link speed but it (C) plays an important role
when using BPTraSha algorithm. Also note that at a certain
limit (C = 40, 45 and 50 Mbps) the Hurst parameter remains
unchanged: that is, no reduction of LRD is possible any
more. The Hurst parameter is estimated here by HEAF(2)
[25, 26]. Since there is an obvious correlation existing
between link speed (C) and Hurst parameter (H), the
algorithm has been modified as shown in Figure 17. In
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Figure 17, the modified part of BPTraSha is evident in step
3 (i.e., Estimate LRD by H). The link speed is chosen
according to the intensity of existing LRD traffic, estimated
by H. It is clear from step 3 that the value of link speed falls
into different ranges of H.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research, we present a modified version of the
algorithm, BPTraSha, to control the bursty nature of
network traffic. Experimental results show that the
BPTraSha algorithm is capable of smoothing out the bursty
nature of traffic packets received at the router buffer before
they are transmitted to the core network (Internet).
According to complexity and delay analyses, it is clear that
the algorithm is not dependent on the size of the network or
the amplitude of the spike. We naturally found that the
higher the link speed, the shorter the observed delay.
Also, it is clear from Figure 16, that LRD can be reduced by
BPTraSha with increasing link speeds. In the modified
algorithm, the dynamic variation of link speed (C) has been
shown, depending on the intensity of LRD, which is
measured by Hurst parameter (H). As the main function of
BPTraSha is to shape the bursty packet traffic, it can
contribute to reducing the network load and lead to the
improvement of QoS in future network (e.g., Internet)
performance. Future work will include an evaluation of the
applicability of the modified BPTraSha algorithm to realtime implementation at the FireBrick or router.

T = timestamp
B = Packet size in bytes
TT = transmission time
bps = Bit per second
Delt = Delay in second
Tmod = Modified time
Tmod_cng = change in modified time
bps_mod = Modified bit per second
Ld = Longest delay
Sd = Shortest delay
S = sample count (e.g. number of packet sequences)
C = link speed
1. Capture B for corresponding T (i.e. T and B)
2. Count S
3. Estimate LRD by Hurst parameter (H)
if H <= 0.5
C = 1+Math.random( )*3 // to generate random C
between 1 and 3
elseif 0.5 < H <= 0.6
C = 4+Math.random( )*15
elseif 0.6 < H <= 0.7
C = 15+Math.random( )*35
else 0.7 < H <= 1
C = 35+Math.random( )*50
4. For k = 0 to (S-1)
(a) if (k = 0)
bps[k] = B[k] *8 / (T[k]+TT[k])
where TT[k] = B[k] *8 / C
else bps[k] = B[k]*8 / (T[k]-T[k-1]+TT[k-1])
(b) if (k = 0)
Delt[k] = 0
Tmod[k] = T[k]
else
i) Delt[k] = T[k]-(Tmod[k-1]+TT[k-1])
ii) if (Delt[k] >= 0)
Tmod[k] = T[k]
else
Tmod[k] = T[k]-Delt[k]
5. For k = 0 to (S-2)
i) if (k = 0)
Tmod_cng[k] = Tmod[k]
else
Tmod_cng[k] = Tmod[k+1]-Tmod[k]
ii) set bps_mod[k] = B[k]*8 / Tmod_cng[k]
iii) if (Delt[k] <0)
find out Ld
// Longest delay
find out Sd
// Shortest delay
6. Exit

Fig. 17. Modified BPTraSha algorithm
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Abstract
The need for filtering of services results from the
ever growing number of available Web services that
may be used to compose various business applications.
Some of the available Web services offer similar
functionalities, thus the need to differentiate between
them occurs. The Semantic Web services filtering
process is therefore based not only on the ontological
description of functional aspects of services (i.e. what
a service does), but also on a description of nonfunctional ones (i.e. how it performs its functionality).
Within the filtering process, both functional and nonfunctional aspects of a service expressed using
ontology are confronted with the preferences a user
specified and the description of a composite
application the service may become a part of. One of
the weaknesses of the described filtering process is
lack of high efficiency and its complexity as processing
ontological descriptions and reasoning on them is
time-consuming. In order to speed-up the filtering
process, clustering techniques narrowing down the set
of potential services to be considered by the filtering
mechanism may be applied. In this article the
architecture for Semantic Web services filtering and
clustering system is briefly discussed.
Keywords: Semantic
clustering, architecture

Web services,

filtering,

1. Introduction
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) systems may
be implemented using Web services technology, which
allows for easy creation of reusable components. These
components serve as building blocks to create
composite structures i.e. business applications that
should have high level of quality and consist of the
best-of-breed (i.e. the best available) components.
However, the market of services is not static and the
number and properties of services are changing
constantly. There were over 20.000 publicly available
services in 2005 [1], whereas about 1200 in 2004 [24].

According to the latest research of Al-Masri and
Mahmoud the number of publicly available Web
services between October 2006 and October 2007
increased by 131% [36]. With the augmented
appearance of service substitutes, a need emerges not
only to identify the functionally relevant services but
also to distinguish the best-fitting ones to be used
within the composition. Once relevant components are
identified, e.g. better in terms of non-functional aspects
than the already used ones, the replacement of
components in the application may follow.
In order to efficiently perform the process described
above, the need for service selection, discovery and
filtering arises. Due to the overwhelming number of
Web services, which will exceed human cognitive
capabilities, automation of these processes is strongly
recommended. It may be achieved by using semantics
and Semantic Web technologies [2] - in the
consequence by the exploitation of Semantic Web
services (SWS) paradigm. However, although using
semantic allow for automation, most of the processes
based on the ontology are time and resource
consuming.
In this article, which is related to our ICIW 2007
publication [38] we propose architecture and
algorithms for filtering and clustering to support
identification of relevant services and selection of the
best-fitting Semantic Web services to be used by a
business system using external Web services. The
proposed system is an extension of the F-WebS project
[4] and may be used also in the context of Semantic
Web services e-marketplaces [37].
The structure of the article is as follows. First, in the
section 2 the related work is discussed. Then, we
present a motivating scenario that will justify the
application of service filtering system. In the next
section the basic definitions relevant to the concept of
service filtering and clustering are presented. In the
following section the architecture of the implemented
system is shown. Finally, the future work and
conclusions are given.
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2. Related work
Semantic Web services and their applications are
one of the most popular research topics these days.
Some researchers focus on creating the adequate
semantic description of a Web service that would make
this idea possible – e.g. OWL-S [3], WSMO [5],
WSDL-S [6] or SAWSDL [28] while others
concentrate more on mechanisms and algorithms used
within the Semantic Web services description based
interactions [7]. Many of the publications on service
interactions tend to put more emphasis on certain
aspects of reasoning [8, 9] rather than on focusing on
current constraints and foreseeable evolvement of
service interactions.
The ultimate challenge in the SWS world is still an
issue of expressive description, reasoning mechanisms
and their efficiency [14, 15]. Dealing with the
ontologized description of a service implies the
necessity to use the appropriate reasoning engines.
Researches in AI and knowledge representation
emphasize the fact that a choice between
expressiveness of the notation and efficiency has to be
made (due to feasibility of the task). Taking this issue
into account most of the initiatives in the SWS field
decides to use description expressed in the terms DL
[12]. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the performed
processes is still an open problem.
There are many publications describing the
architecture of Semantic Web services systems
performing various interactions among others also
discovery and matchmaking of services in various
domains [9, 10, 11, 12, and 13]. What is more, there is
tremendous research effort in several EU-funded
projects (some still ongoing) that deal with Semantic
Web services and their applications in business context
(e.g. ASG [12], METEOR-S [13], SUPER [25]). To
our best knowledge there is none among them using the
algorithms described in this paper.
The filtering of Web services and then Semantic
Web services was first proposed by Abramowicz et al.
[4]. It takes advantage of the achievements in SWS
description and discovery area [9, 16, 17, 18 and 19] as
semantic-based Web services filtering uses a variant of
matching algorithms similar to ones used in Semantic
Web services discovery process.
The idea of Web services clustering is not a novel
one. First attempts were made based on the WSDL
service description [20]. However, the effective and
precise SWS clustering is still an ongoing research
topic. The majority of researchers have left illusions of
any reasonable results based on adoption of standard
methods derived from the information retrieval field.
At the moment, the only feasible solutions base on the

employment of semantics and creation of similarity
measures that take advantage of the underlying
ontologies [20, 29]. It also seems that the most
important issue associated with Web services clustering
is the similarity measure, which has to fully map the
relationships between various, differently formulated
however similar Semantic Web services.

3. Motivating scenario
One of the reasons to build system according to the
SOA paradigm and use the Web services technology is
to easily and rapidly compose applications out of
available services. Even though, the current state of
publicly available Web services is far from the
envisioned one, a user has an access to a variety of
simple services that may be used to create a piece of
software of real utility to business users.
The aim of this example is to sketch up a real world
situation where not only a practical Web services based
application is created but also it is maintained with the
support of Web services filtering and clustering system.
The domain of application has been selected based
on the following criteria:
• current availability of services,
• possibility of application,
• perks from application,
• relative ease of services description.
In our opinion the best domain for the practical
illustration of our research is a financial area which has
two following advantages: existing variety of services,
wide spectrum of potential applications also for nonenterprise end-users.
An exemplary application built out of services is
designed to manage personal finance, having an access
to bank accounts, and authority to transfer money
among accounts, buy or sell. This ideal example is
based on general assumptions that the application can
represent its user having all his rights. Discussion of
soundness of this statement is beyond the scope of this
article.
Table 1 enumerates necessary services (to be
specific - service types, not the exact Web services)
which have to be encapsulated to form desired
application.
The mentioned elements may form an application
that invests any superfluous money on bank accounts in
one of the possible ventures. For example, by analyzing
the exchange course between any pair of currencies, a
user can decide (basing on a suggestion made by the
discussed application) to play arbitration games by
exchanging money from one currency to other. The
user can choose alternatively to make a deposit in a
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bank that has a higher interest rate that the one that
possesses additional funds. Examples can be easily
multiplied.
Table 1. Financial services
Service
financial
situation
money
transfer

exchange
course
trend

risk

investment
situation
investment
history
interest
monitor

transfer
cost

Functionality description
service should enlist all the liquid assets
and on this basis one may undertake
decision
an application to be useful has to be able
to transfer money from one account to
other, thus the need of transfer
functionality
exchange course informs user of the ratio
between currencies
trend
functionality should return
tendency of some input data. E.g.
introducing average price of some
commodity, the functionality should
return whether there is steady rise, fall,
stagnation or some seasonal fluctuation
risk service in the simplest mode should
describe the deviation of prices of any
commodity throughout some time
investment situation should list the actual
state of all investments made. It should
be based on their history.
investment history apart from delivering
data to the investment state should
provide some manner of report creation
for introspective reasons
interest monitor should be able to
provide maximum information of interest
rates of different commodities, such as
stock options, raw materials, precious
metals etc.
informs about financial viability of
transaction (whether there should be a
gain that is lesser than the cost).

The sheer power of the proposed solution lays in the
constant monitoring of elements and providing
suggestions for any possible tweaks and exchanges in
the orchestrated workflow. Imagine that new kind of
Web service that provides more accurate
approximation of trend or risk evaluation should
appear. The system will filter out any Web service that
can be an upgrade for any of the components used in
the application taking into account both functional and
non-functional parameters that were defined by the user
in his profile.
This stage is crucial for the system as not only users
may enhance their application but also they may be
sure that the elements they use are the best ones fitting
their needs and preferences.

4. Web services filtering and clustering
This section is divided into three subparts. The first
one provides general information on the process of
both clustering and filtering. The second describes
various considerations of the clustering task. Finally,
the third subsection presents details of the filtering
process.

4.1 General information
In general, information filtering can be described as
specifying which objects from a given stream are
relevant to a given profile. According to [21], a profile
is a representation of regular information interests that
may change slowly over time, as conditions, goals and
knowledge change. This representation is used in
filtering systems to provide users with information with
the highest relevance.
In the Fig. 1 the process flow in the Semantic Web
services filtering and clustering system defined based
on the general architecture of the filtering systems [21]
is presented. However, the filtering process has been
enhanced with few additional activities aiming at
increasing the effectiveness of the system (i.e.
clustering).
In this model three main functional sections can be
distinguished: service description creation (A), profile
creation (B), and filtering and refinement process (C)
(here comes into play clustering algorithm which not
only saves execution time but also improves refinement
of stored data). Each section consists of several
subprocesses.

Figure 1. Semantic Web Services Filtering and
Clustering
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The filtering begins with clients of the filtering
system having relatively stable and long-term goals (to
consist of the best-of-breed components). Attaining
such objectives is connected with acquiring
information about new or updated services on the emarketplace. This entails a demand for information,
which is subjected to continuous changes mainly due to
natural change of users’ goals, conditions (e.g. change
in components that are part of a composite application)
or changes on the e-marketplace itself. The users’ or
applications’ information needs can be represented in
the form of profiles placed in the filtering system. In
our system, the profiles are represented by enhanced
OWL-S description [4] (OWL-S with extended list of
non-functional properties, so that larger number of
quality aspects would be taken into account in the
filtering process). Additionally, user preferences
assigned to the specific component of a business
application are also included in his profile (e.g. the
credit card payment service needs to be secure).
Simultaneously, service providers attempt to
distribute their services, so that users become aware of
them. Such services are represented as semantic
artefacts that are amenable to computer processing. In
order to make service descriptions and user profiles
comparable, both are reduced to sets of attributes that
map objects to a common representation. That is why
as the service description within our system again
enhanced OWL-S was used.
Moreover, in order to increase the effectiveness of
the filtering process, the clustering analysis on profiles
and services is performed. Main goal of the clustering
algorithm is to shorten the duration of the matchmaking
between the user’s profile and the profiles of services
stored in the repository. The efficiency paradigm of
this task limits the range of feasible algorithms to those
which can update their clusters within the online
transaction and make use of medioids as the common
denominator for the whole cluster.

4.2 Clustering details
Before we delve into the matter of medioids, their
definition and selection has to be introduced into
general set of assumptions and representations used for
the need of the clustering task.
By enhancing Web services with semantic
annotation a new set of additional information is
introduced. This information set is represented by
already mentioned domain ontology and should be used
within the clustering process.
Traditional approach to representation of entities for
clustering needs [32] postulates a vector-like

representation of every service. Naive implementation
would follow this idea by mapping ontology to a vector
of data where every consecutive field would denote
either absence or presence of some trait taken from the
abovementioned domain ontology and checked with a
Web service in scrutiny.
In addition to fact that this approach seems to be an
excess in terms of meaningfulness (one has to bear in
mind that ontologies grow and evolve, one vector
cannot suffice all Web services without assumption of
changelessness [33]), one should also consider the
sheer amount of data that has to be loaded into
computer’s memory for the sake of computation.
Every Web service description takes into account
four most important aspects: inputs, outputs,
preconditions and effects (the same assumption is used
within the filtering phase that is discussed in more
detail later on in this section). Due to the fact that
preconditions and effects are hard to define without
considering every usage scenario, practice has dictated
to annotate only inputs and outputs.
When these two are taken into consideration, a Web
service can be described as pair of two vectors, first for
all input parameters and second one for output
parameters.

ws = (i, o)
i − vectorof inputs
o − vectorof outputs
Formula 1 - Web service description as a pair
of input and output vectors
If a Web service is to be perceived as an abstraction
for function, vector of outputs can be replaced by a
single value. Nevertheless, in a general usage scenario
there are two vectors which size depends on the
buoyant environment as any domain ontology which is
used for description of every parameter is prone to
change.
The key element of clustering task is a
representation of distances among all Web services
stored in a system. However, a general distance
function to be used for Web services clustering is hard
to define due to varying number of parameters and
interactions occurring among services. Here, one has to
consider a usage of distance matrix, where a distance
among services is presented as a pair of two values
where, in accord to representation chosen before, first
value represents distance between input parameters of
two Web services and the other distance of output
parameters.
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Formula 2 - Distance matrix for semantically
annotated Web services
Where dwsx,yi denotes distance between Web
service’s x inputs and Web service’s inputs y and
dwsx,yo between output vectors.
Of utmost importance is to emphasize once more
that we deal with varied entities. Varied to the point
where one has to compare sets of information
describing different number of parameters.
Thus, a need for heuristic functions to bring
different Web services to a common denominator in
terms of inputs and outputs occurs.
In the general case, the distance is calculated with
use of reasoner, yet it can be delegated to other
software if one would decide to ignore other than
hierarchical relationships in domain ontology. It is a
common practice due to difficulties with evaluation of
the impact that these other types of relationships
impose to the problem domain – in some cases they
introduce ambiguity in others they are irrelevant.
The complexity of distance computation is of O(n2)
class due to the need of cross-examination of every
parameter of a first service against every parameter of a
second one. The same situation appears within the first
stage of general filtering phase. It is to be remembered
that this procedure is performed for each pair of
services in the system and that the distance matrix is
not symmetric due to the nature of relationships and
their meaning for distance computation (simple
inversion of values is not a valid value of inverse
distance measure).
For the sake of discussion, consider following
assumptions as to the values representing relations
among concepts:
• when two parameters in question annotated
with concepts from a domain ontology are
subsuming one another a default value of 0.75
is used,
• default value for subsuming concepts is being
modified depending on number of levels
between them, when an ontology is treated as
a taxonomy – i.e. how much more general one
concept is from the other (default 0.75 is
reserved for case of simple derivation – no
other concepts lay on the path from the more
general one to the less general one),

when dealing with inverted subsuming
concepts a default value of 0.25 is introduced
that can be modified in analogical manner to
the above-described one,
• when two concepts match a value of 1 is used,
• when there is no relation between parameters
0 is used to denote the state.
When one is presented with three different
semantically annotated Web services i.e. ws1, ws2 and
ws3 which for the presentation’s sake have the same
number of input and output parameters, one can
observe how distance is represented in general.
•

dws1, 2 = ((1,0.75,0 ),0.5)
dws1,3 = ((0.25,0.5,0.25),0.25)
Formula 3 - An example of distances between
Web services
Where dwsx,y denotes distance between a Web
service x and a Web service y.
As mentioned before, the situation in the example is
rather simple one. Nevertheless, it can be used to
demonstrate that average which could be easily applied
to answer which Web service is closer to the first one is
not applicable when the assumption of equal number of
parameters is removed.
A first step to forging out of good heuristic function
which would serve us in distance measurement is to
answer a question of variable parameter number in
Web services to be compared.
It is known that when a Web service has less input
parameters in comparison to another one the situation
is far from being optimal for the algorithm. We cannot
assume that a Web service is worse (in terms of
effectiveness) due to a fact that it does not use of all
information in our possession. This statement is
derived from observation of extra parameters that are
treated as default values thus bearing no interest to the
user in terms of his preferences. The possible
composition of parameters (inputs or outputs) has not
been proved to give satisfactory results in general use
cases [34].
We can make an assumption that a parameter
described by a more general concept is more desirable
than a parameter described by less general one when
we deal with input parameters and in reverse manner
when we deal with output parameters (the more
specific, the better).
Lack of relation between parameters is to be
penalized in a manner similar to the situation when the
number of parameters is different for both Web
services.
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When we employ a reasoner to answer whether two
concepts are in relation (one subsumes the other one or
they are identical) or no relation is present and the
assumption of taking into account hierarchical relations
holds we face a problem of meaningful information
loss. Pray consider two concepts that are siblings (thus
share a common parent). We can speculate that they
can be in strong relation despite the fact that reasoner
returns no relation value. To enable algorithm not to
miss this kind of data it has been enhanced by a routine
that check which concepts are instantiated and which
serve only as classification ones.
If one is to consider a concept of currency that has
only two subconcepts, euro and dollar concepts it is
easy to weed out all input and output parameters that
are of these types. Highly probable is that no service
would employ a concept of currency but its
specialization, either euro or dollar. Thus, we gain
knowledge that the two are in strong relation and are
possibly interchangeable.
All these is gathered and presented along with
example of computation of distance measures among
Web services in every cluster represented by medioids
in further part of the section. Nevertheless, one can
easily see that all presented steps were introduced to
show how original distance matrix is to be transformed
into a one that can be used by one of the well described
clustering algorithms (dwsx,y – transformed distance
measure between two web services).

 dws1,1 L dws1,n 


M
O
M


dws n ,1 L dws n ,n 
Formula 4 – Transformed distance matrix for
semantically annotated Web services
We have proposed to represent the medioid as a
most general Web service’s profile i.e. the profile
which has the factor of generality of the highest rank
(the factor of generality is the weighted average of
inputs, outputs and the existence of necessary nonfunctional parameters). This approach has been used by
[29]. The issue with this factor arises from the fact that
some Web services can take more inputs as others yet
provide the same functionality (as depicted above in
the section). It is easy to depict such an example. Let us
assume that in the domain ontology the notion of
amount of money is defined as an actual amount and
the currency which applies to it. One Web service may

take only one input with the stated amount of money
already with the currency denominator, other may take
two separate inputs one for the number, another for the
currency. Controlling the domain ontology gives the
ability to state that the inputs from the second Web
service are encompassed by the one from the first.
Therefore for such a simple case in which we have the
two mentioned services put together in the cluster the
first Web service is chosen for medioid. In current
implementation the output has greater weight in the
generality factor as obtaining what we want neglecting
all what we do not need, has a greater value to the
potential user.
The arising questions of possible multiple inputs out
of which some do fit into the pattern and others do not,
is generally well handled as the stored Web services
provide only one functionality (one Web service does
one thing, thus resembles a function in programming
language). Furthermore, if one is to decide whether the
Web service fits into a cluster by examining whether
the output suits the not neglected inputs thus satisfying
the goal of algorithm.
When medioids are chosen, one has to decide on the
number of clusters in the repository. If we are to
consider only the most general concepts (as F-WebS
uses OWL, most general concepts are those derived
directly from owl:Thing) we have to put certain amount
of trust into domain ontology architect’s skills in the
matter of granularity choice of the main concepts.
Alternatively, one can use expert’s approach to
amend possible shortcomings of granularity induced by
the ontology architect and come up with a number that
is more desirable.
Natural algorithm for clustering when medioids are
present is Partitioning around medioids [35]. There are
four main steps in the algorithm:
• Initialization. Setting desired number of
clusters (k). Domain is not covered by any of
clusters. We initialise k medioids.
• Algorithm checks for the closest element to
one of k medioids.
• Test for stop criterion is performed. Is the
whole domain covered by the target number of
clusters? If the answer is affirmative,
algorithm ends its work, else it goes on.
• Medioids are updated with freshly found
closest elements and thus a need for their
recalculation arises. When finished, the
algorithm returns to the second step.
Equipped with all the necessary information it is time
to review an example. Let us consider the situation with
three Web services:
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ws1 has four input parameters: begin, end,
stock-exchange and country. It has one output
parameter of euro type.
• ws2 has two input parameters: time-period and
market, it has one output parameter of dollar
type
• ws3 has one input parameter of country type
and one output parameter of timestamp type.
Services are described with the following example
domain ontology.
•

general concept) and underflows (column -) and
overflows (column +) in the number of parameters.
The second phase is started with computation of
distance of input parameters using following formula:

d i = µ (1 − 0.1l − 0.05e )
Formula 5 – Distance measure for input
parametres
Where µ stands for relations average in the analyzed
parameters, l for underflow of parameters and e for
overflow of parameters.
For our example results are presented in table 3.
Table 3. Input distances matrix

Figure 2. Example domain ontology
First phase takes into account number of parameters
(whether an over or underflow is present) and it pairs
best fitting parameters along with evaluation of their
numerical relation. The phase is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. First phase of distance measure
transformation

services
ws1
ws2
ws3

ws1
1
0.675
0.85

ws2
0.2
1
0

ws3
0.35
0
1

Due to the fact that every service has only one
output calculations of output distance are obvious and
presented in the table 1.
The final step is to combine transformed inputs and
outputs to come up with transformed distance matrix.
This is achieved by applying the formula 6:

d ws = (0.45d i + 0.55d o ) − h
Formula 6 – Final transformation of distance
measures
Where di is a distance measure of inputs, do is a
distance measure of outputs and h is penalty applied
when the absolute difference between is greater than
0.4 and is greater than 60% of value expressed by first
part of formula 6.
Final distance matrix is presented in table 4.
Table 4. Final distance matrix
First part of the table 1 informs us of which services
were analyzed. Second part gives information of paired
parameters, their relation (notice use of 0.4 for
parameters that would have no relation in standard
reasoning yet were classified as instantiations of

services
ws1
ws2
ws3

ws1
1
0.52375
0.135

ws2
0.31
1
0

ws3
0.1575
0
1
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4.3 Filtering
The filtering algorithm works in two stages. The
first stage, ontology-based filtering aims at detection of
service substitutes. It is quite similar to the typical
matchmaking process. There are a few algorithms that
match functionalities of provided and requested
services [7]. Some of them are divided into stages,
while some do everything in one step. We decided to
take advantage of the method proposed in [19]. For
more details regarding the filtering process see [4].
Analyzed elements of OWL-S service description
are following: inputs, outputs, and service category.
The algorithm starts whenever new service appears on
the market. It checks whether the functionality of the
service is relevant to any user profile. In order to
shorten the time it is compared not to each service
separately but to the medioid representing every cluster
of services. If the new service turns out to be relevant
to the given medioid, it is then compared to each and
every service from the cluster in question. The four
levels of matching between two properties/parameters
were distinguished
• Equivalence - concepts have the same
meaning;
• Subconcept - one concept is a subconcept of
the other concept;
• Unclassified - one of two concepts is not
classified;
• No relation - in other cases
Functions that determine levels of match use the
ontology reasoner Pellet [30].
The final result is an aggregation of results from all
partial comparisons. The new service is relevant to the
profile when the final result of ontology-based filtering
is higher than the threshold defined in the system. In
other cases new services are turned down and not
passed to further analysis.
The second stage of procedure is the constraintbased filtering. Its objective is to identify the best
service from the set of relevant services according to
the user preferences. Some propositions to compute
utility function over the given parameters can be found
in [22, 23], it is also possible to compute a distance
measure, but it does not take preferences into account.
That is why we have decided to take advantage of a
multiple criteria analysis (MCA). Using this method
services can be compared according to their
characteristics, e.g. price, response time, accessibility.
To each characteristic a weight is assigned, reflecting
an application’s preferences [4]. The exact method
used to compare phenomena is computation of the
synthetic indicator. For example, if two services are

given, together with some statistics concerning their
characteristics e.g. response time, reliability etc., it may
occur that one of the services performs better according
to reliability, while the other is more accurate and less
expensive. Additionally, one service is paid by credit
card and another by wire transfer. The synthetic
indicator allows for comparison of such services, given
the vector of user preferences. For details concerning
this stage see [27]. The highest value is chosen as the
indicator of the best service. If the best service is the
incoming service then the user is notified.

5. Architecture of the system
The architecture of the system described in the
previous section should consist of at least few
components connected according to the SOA
paradigm. The conceptual architecture model of
Filtering and clustering system is presented in the fig.
3.

Figure 3. The conceptual model of the Filtering
and Clustering System
In order to perform the filtering of newly appearing
services, the system needs to store service profiles in
the repository. To be able to interact with service
providers and collect the information about new
services the system should have the broker
functionality (active search for new services, being
passive source on information for the filtering system,
performing all the necessary interactions with providers
in order to create system-processable service
descriptions and acquiring information about service
quality parameters). The other important component of
the system is the filterer. Its task is to perform the
analysis of QoS constraints and semantic matching
between two, potentially similar, Web services. Service
Clusterizer creates groups of similar profiles. The last
important element of the filtering system is a Service
Profiler. This component is used by clients to create
profiles of composite applications that use Web
services.
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The idea behind the prototyping was to use as many
open source tools to increase the popularity of the
solution. The prototype of implemented system was
written in Java with use of XPath and MySQL as the
database server. In its earliest version the system had
Web-browser interface, as this way of communication
is extremely user-friendly (implemented in Java
servlets technology).
The appropriate experiment on the scenario
described in the section 3 was conducted. The results
were promising. The usage of the clustering algorithm
has no impact on the precision and relevance of the
system but it speeds up the process of processing the
single service. As it works independently of the service
discovery and filtering functionality, it may work in the
background continuously updating the created clusters
taking into account new services in the profiles. A brief
summary of all system components is given in
following subsections.

5.3 Service Profiler

5.1 Service Repository
The service repository has two main functionalities:
it stores service profiles created by the system clients
and stores the information about all services on the
market. Initially we considered the division of these
two functions into two components. But some factors
convinced us to keep everything in the one repository
• the service registered by a user can be also a
new service on the market,
• clustering performed on the bigger sample of
services gives better results.
Service repository is a database. It also triggers Service
Clusterizer when new service appears.

This component handles the task of clustering of
atomic services stored in the repository. It is worth
noting that the criterion of the clustering process is the
functionality of a service. Thus, services of different
providers can be grouped in one cluster. The
granularity of clusters has several levels. The highest
level relates to service category, lower ones are created
according to the level of semantic equivalence between
services in the same cluster. Effects of the clustering
process are later taken into account during the filtering.
New services are compared only to corresponding
cluster. In the effect the number of comparisons is
dramatically lower, because for example new payment
service is not semantically matched to weather service.

5.2 Service Broker

5.5 Service Selector

The broker plays the role of intermediary between
providers and the system itself. Broker can actively
seek new services or be just passive receiver of
notifications from UDDIs. When new WSDL file
comes to the system it is automatically converted to
OWL-S format. Afterwards, the broker asks provider
for giving the information about non-functional
properties’ values of the service. When it is done, the
service description (profile) is stored in the repository.
Broker should give an interface that helps providers
complete descriptions of their services. This
functionality may be also provided as a stand-alone
application that converts WSDL services to OWL-S
format enhanced with parameters required by the
filtering.

Service selection is performed in two stages. The
first phase, called the ontology-based filtering, is
responsible for semantic matching of services
functionalities. In the next phase, the non-functional
properties are analyzed. When the overall level of
match between the new service and the service in
profile exceeds threshold value the client gets the
notification that new, better service was filtered by the
system.

The Service Profiler’s goal is to help client express
his needs. A client, through specialized interface
defines the properties of Web services of which his
application consists. The OWL-S descriptions of every
atomic service are stored in the repository. Moreover, a
client can define desired values of QoS parameters.
Additionally, it is possible to put weights on these
parameters, because for example, one client prefers
cheap, but less reliable service, whereas other one is
able to pay more for more reliable Web service. Every
OWL-S file has accompanying vector of preferences.
Altogether, they create a profile of an ideal atomic
service. Such a profile is later clusterized. This profile
is also matched against new services registered in the
system.

5.4 Service Clusterizer

6. Summary and future work
The presented architecture of the Semantic Web
services filtering and clustering system may solve some
of the problems of the SOA paradigm. The system
consists of several components dealing with one aspect
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of the task. The elements are chained in a workflow
that reflexes the step-by-step solution. The results of
the filtering process as presented in Abramowicz et al
[4] are promising but not as precise as one could wish
for, mainly due to the ontology related problems. In our
opinion, one of the main problems is to define a precise
ontology and service profiles for Web services
description so the right services could be matched and
filtered according to the requirements and user's
preferences. We do not expect that clustering of Web
services will be a remedy for all the problems
connected with the efficiency of semantic matching
algorithms. However, the limitation of the set of
compared services can save a lot of time, as reasoning
on ontologies is undoubtedly time-consuming process.
Our next step is to show the results proving the
usability of the clustering in the filtering process.
Additionally, one of our goals is to improve the
semantic matching effectiveness by better description
of preconditions and effects. Well-prepared financial
ontology would be a great tool to achieve this goal. We
also plan to extend the list of non-functional features
that are taken into account during the constraint-based
filtering stage. Works driving at creation of upper and
lower ontology of non-functional properties are in
progress.
Another question is how the proposed approach
deals with composite services, that is, services that are
composed by other services that can be discovered and
replaced dynamically during the runtime. Orchestration
problems can arise during the execution of such
composite services when new potential services arise
during a discovery process. This is however, the aim of
the further research.
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as truly representative P2P traces may take months or
even years to perform, the use of closed data-sets has led
to significant and unnecessary duplication of effort.

Abstract
Since the release of Napster in 1999, peer-to-peer file-sharing has
enjoyed a dramatic rise in popularity. A 2000 study by Plonka on the
University of Wisconsin campus network found that file-sharing
accounted for a comparable volume of traffic to web applications,
while a 2002 study by Saroiu et al. on the University of Washington
campus network found that file-sharing accounted for more than
treble the volume of web traffic observed, thus affirming the
significance of P2P in the context of Internet traffic. Empirical
studies of peer-to-peer traffic are essential for supporting the design
of next-generation peer-to-peer systems, informing the provisioning
of network infrastructure and underpinning the policing of peer-topeer systems. This paper surveys existing work in the field of peerto-peer monitoring and based upon this assessment of the state-ofthe-art describes the design and implementation of the Open P2P
tracing system. This system aims to improve the research
community’s understanding of P2P file sharing systems by providing
continuous and up-to-date traffic data which is anonymized and
made freely accessible to all interested parties. Data from this
system has been used in a variety of projects and papers, which are
used to illustrate the broad range of research that can benefit from
an open tracing system.
Keywords: Peer-to-Peer (P2P), File sharing systems, Monitoring
approaches

1.

Introduction

Since the release of Napster [1] in 1999, peer-to-peer (P2P)
file-sharing has enjoyed a meteoric rise in popularity, to the
point that P2P applications are now widely considered to be
responsible for more traffic than any other Internet application
[2]. Given the scale of P2P traffic, understanding traffic
characteristics is of critical importance and has specific
benefits in the context of: i) provisioning network
infrastructure, ii) informing network policy, iii) informing the
design of new P2P applications, iv) managing existing P2P
communities and, v) policing P2P systems.
Many significant studies of P2P file sharing systems have been
performed. These studies have illuminated a range of P2P
characteristics; however, we believe that there remain
significant shortcomings in the current body of research on
P2P file sharing systems. These shortcomings include:


The extensive use of closed data sets, which prevents the
findings of existing studies being revisited. Furthermore,



Trend analysis is poorly supported by existing studies,
which, with a few exceptions [3] [4], are not of sufficient
duration to reveal long-term trends in user behaviour.



Cross discipline perspectives are often lacking in existing
studies, which tend to concern themselves largely with
technical factors and often fail to consider factors such as
group psychology, the economics of file sharing and the
ethics of monitoring real-world distributed systems.

We suggest that these shortcomings may be addressed through
the development of an ‘Open P2P Tracing System’ [37] which
aims to produce a significant, public and freely accessible
data-set. Such a system would monitor P2P traffic on a longterm basis and make it available in near real-time, allowing the
identification of trends and the revisiting of data points by
researchers using different methodologies. Access to the data
should also be simplified as far as possible to encourage the
use of this data set by researchers from non-computing
backgrounds and in particular sociology, psychology,
economics and law.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides a brief classification of P2P monitoring
methodologies. Section 3 surveys the state-of-the-art in P2P
monitoring technologies and studies. Section 4 discusses the
limitations of current P2P approaches. Section 5 presents the
design of an Open P2P Tracing System. Section 6 describes
the initial evaluation of this system. Section 7 discusses how
the open tracing system has been exploited to perform
research. Finally section 8 discusses avenues for future work
and concludes.

2. P2P Tracing Methodologies
Empirical studies of P2P systems may be classified as using
one of three broad tracing methodologies: network-level
tracing, passive application-level tracing or active applicationlevel tracing [5].
Network-level traces are performed by deploying code on core
or gateway network infrastructure and performing IP-level
packet monitoring. Network-level tracing is transparent to the
P2P network, however, this approach introduces local bias,
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which results from deployment location and accurate
identification of P2P traffic can be highly problematic.
Passive application-level traces are performed by monitoring
the messages passed at the application level. In modern
decentralized file-sharing systems all peers participate in
message passing and therefore passive monitoring can be
achieved simply by modifying a peer to log the messages that
it is required to route. Passive application-level tracing is
transparent and may be performed without access to core
network infrastructure, though the rate at which data can be
gathered using this methodology is significantly lower than
that of network-level tracing.
Active application-level traces address the scalability
shortcomings of passive application-level tracing by
employing an aggressive querying and connection policy
wherein the monitoring peer attempts to reconnect to and
interrogate as much of the application-level network as
possible; ‘crawling’ the P2P network in order to maximize the
size and typicality of trace data. While this approach improves
the quality of trace-data and the speed at which it is acquired,
it does so at the expense of transparency due to the disruptive
effect of repeated reconnections and high message generation
on the P2P system being monitored.
Section 3 discusses significant empirical studies of P2P file
sharing networks, organized according to the tracing
methodology used. The findings of these studies are
summarized along with their shortcomings.

3. Empirical Studies of P2P File Sharing
systems
This section presents significant P2P traffic monitoring
studies belonging to each of the tracing methodology classes
introduced in section 2, spanning the period from 2000 to
2008. The specific methodology of each study is described
alongside its significant findings. Based upon this survey, the
benefits and limitations of each class of monitoring approach
are discussed along with the general limitations of current
P2P studies. While it is impossible to perform an exhaustive
study in a single paper, this survey covers the most significant
and oft cited studies of P2P networks.

3.1.

Network-Level Monitoring

The first network-level study of P2P traffic was
performed by Plonka et al. [6]. This study analyzed the
bandwidth consumed by Napster [1] on the University of
Wisconsin-Madison network during March 2000. A seven
hour trace was gathered using a specially developed tool called
FlowScan to monitor Napster traffic. FlowScan first identified
nodes communicating with the napster.com servers as
potential P2P participants and then applied simple heuristics to
the node’s incoming and outgoing traffic in order to identify
Napster-related traffic. The Plonka study found that as early as
2000, P2P applications generated a comparable volume of
traffic to the web at 23.1% of total bandwidth, compared to
20.9% for web traffic. Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess
the accuracy of this study due to the lack of published details
regarding the FlowScan traffic-catagorisation system.

However, the short duration of the trace is likely to have
resulted in inaccuracy, particularly as other studies have found
significant time-of-day variations [10]. Nevertheless, the
Plonka study was useful in highlighting the increasing
bandwidth consumption observed during the early days of P2P
applications.
Plonka’s observations on the growing volume of traffic being
generated by P2P applications were corroborated by in June
2002 by a University of Washington study conducted by
Saroiu et al [2] Their nine day trace found that P2P traffic
consumed 43% of campus bandwidth, compared to just 14%
for web traffic - a significant increase since the Plonka study.
The Saroiu study identified traffic generated by the two
dominant P2P systems of the day; Gnutella 0.4 [22] and Kazaa
[13] based upon common port usage. In addition to raw traffic
data, the Saroiu study reported more fine-grained information
about the P2P work-load. This included the finding that, on
average, objects retrieved from P2P networks were three
orders of magnitude larger than objects retrieved from the web
along with the finding that a small subset of peers are
responsible for the majority of P2P traffic - a finding that
corroborates the results obtained by Adar et al [7] in their
passive application-level study (see section 3.2).
Gummadi et al. continued P2P monitoring work at the
University of Washington with a 200-day trace of Kazaa
traffic in 2003 [3]. This was recorded using a similar
methodology to the 2002 trace, except that traffic was
identified based upon Kazaa-specific HTTP headers rather
than by port use. Uniquely Gummadi’s 2003 trace was long
enough to observe seasonal variations in P2P traffic and the
effect of changing network policies on P2P workloads. Using
this trace, Gummadi developed a detailed parameterized model
of P2P workloads, which can be used by developers to
generate realistic evaluation data.
Accurate identification of P2P traffic is a vital component of
network-level P2P monitoring. In the case of the Plonka trace
[6], identification was simplified by Napster’s semi-centralized
architecture [1], while the Saroiu [10] and Gummadi [3] trace
identified traffic by port number and header data respectively.
However, recent research [20] has demonstrated that users are
increasingly moving to P2P systems that aim to avoid
monitoring through the use of non-standard ports and
encrypted header data. To address this issue, Subhabrata et al.
[23] have developed a system for real-time network-level
identification of P2P traffic. This system was implemented as
an extension to the AT&T’s Gigascope [24] high speed traffic
monitor. Subhabrata et al. evaluated their traffic identification
approach using a 24 hour week-day trace and an 18 hour
weekend trace gathered in November 2003 on a major internet
backbone. This was augmented with a 6 day trace of traffic on
a VPN where network administrators attempt to block P2P
traffic, also conducted in November 2003. Subhabrata’s
approach proved capable of identifying traffic from today’s
popular P2P systems in real-time for traffic flows of up to
1Gbps while maintaining misidentification rates of less than
5%. While the trace data gathered for this study was used to
evaluate their traffic monitoring approach, the authors did not
attempt to further characterize or examine the P2P traffic that
they observed. The extended version of Gigascope used in this
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study is capable of identifying traffic from Gnutella [12],
Fasttrack [4], eDonkey [13], Direct Connect [14] and
Bittorrent [16]. Subhabrata’s identification approach is based
upon the flexible concept of application signatures, which can
be used to categorize traffic using a wide range of metrics.
The growing use of public and application independent
anonymization services such as Tor [25] provides an
interesting new target for network-level monitoring. Tor is
itself a P2P system, which uses an overlay network of routers
to enable anonymous outgoing and incoming connections. Any
traffic sent via Tor is forwarded from peer to peer on the Tor
overlay, ultimately reaching an exit peer, at which point the
packet is forwarded on to its original destination. Viewed from
the destination, the traffic appears to originate at the Tor exit
node, thus protecting client user’s identity. Tor also allows
nodes participating in the overlay to provide services which
may be accessed as though they are hosted at the exit node,
allowing for the anonymous hosting of internet services. As
Tor is effectively application independent, it is possible to
implement network-level monitoring by hosting an exit peer
and monitoring the outbound and inbound traffic. Standard
network-level monitoring tools may be used for this purpose
just as they would on a network gateway; however, monitoring
Tor traffic has two significant advantages over monitoring at
gateway locations. Firstly, as Tor is accessible world-wide,
monitoring Tor exit peers are unlikely to exhibit geographic
bias. Secondly, no special access to network infrastructure is
required.
The first study of Tor was performed by Bauer et al. at the
university of Colorado, Boulder in 2007 [26]. Bauer analyzed
Tor’s vulnerability to attack and discovered an inverse
relationship between the degree of optimization in the Tor
overlay and its resilience against attack. In 2008, McCoy et al.
extended Boulder’s work by performing a detailed
characterization of Tor traffic [27] using the methodology
outlined above. The study first provided a breakdown of Tor
traffic by type, finding that web and Bittorrent data makes up
the majority of traffic. The study also analyzed the location of
Tor users, finding a significant geographic bias. McCoy also
found that a significant level of Tor misuse occurs, for
example snooping on plain-text data such as POP email traffic.
Loesing et al. performed a detailed performance measurement
of Tor traffic in 2008, analyzing the QoS properties and
specifically the latency of Tor. Based upon this detailed
analysis, performance optimisations to the Tor protocol were
suggested [35].
In each of the studies discussed above, network-level tracing
was used to record the low-level characteristics of P2P traffic
flows on private networks. Network-level tracing is potentially
transparent, scalable and allows comparison of traffic from
multiple domains side-by-side. However, with the exception of
Tor monitoring, this approach is dependent upon access to
core network infrastructure, which is not always feasible.
While researchers may have access to gateway infrastructure
on large private networks, such as academic networks, data
obtained from such sources should be viewed as potentially
biased due to differences between the characteristics of the
private network’s users and general Internet users.

3.2.

Passive Application-Level Monitoring

The first passive application-level trace of a P2P system was
performed by Adar and Huberman in 2000 on the Gnutella 0.4
network [7]. This 24-hour trace logged resource-discovery
traffic which was then used to assess the prevalence and
characteristics of a problem known as ‘free riding’, wherein
users download resources from, but do not upload resources to
a P2P file-sharing system. The Adar trace was performed by
modifying the open-source ‘Furi’ Gnutella client (no longer
available) to monitor search, response and peer discovery
messages. Adar and Huberman discovered that participation in
Gnutella was highly asymmetrical with 66% of peers sharing
no files at all and almost 50% of all files being served by the
top 1% of hosts. This finding was significant as it contradicted
the (then) conventional wisdom that user participation in P2P
file sharing systems is symmetrical. Adar’s result was later
corroborated by Saroiu’s 2002 network-level study [10].
Hughes et al [4] revisited the results of the Adar trace in 2004
on the Gnutella 0.6 network [12] based upon a one week trace.
The trace was performed using a specially developed
monitoring tool based on the Jtella base classes [17]. The
monitoring peer connected to the Gnutella network as an
Ultrapeer [12] and periodically reconnected in order to
maximize the size and typicality of its sample-base. Hughes
discovered that in the four years since the Adar study, the
proportion of free-riders had increased from 66% to 85%,
while corroborating Adar’s finding that the top 1% of hosts
serve almost 50% of all files. Hughes speculated that the
increase in free riding may be the result of an increase in
prosecution of copyright infringement. Hughes et al. revisited
this data point using their 2005 trace and found that the level
of free riding on Gnutella had continued to increase - to over
95% [28]. This trace was later used to assess the level of
illegal pornographic material being distributed on the Gnutella
network [8]. The study found that an average of 1.6% of
searches and 2.4% of responses contained references to illegal
pornography, though this material is distributed by a tiny
subset of peers that typically share nothing else. This result
was subsequently refined in 2008, looking only at the level of
traffic relating to child abuse media. This study found that
more than 1% of search traffic and 1.6% of search-response
traffic relates to child abuse related media.
In each of the cases discussed above, passive application-level
monitoring is used to study application level properties in an
Internet-wide context. Like network-level monitoring, passive
application-level monitoring is transparent, however, it does
not require access to low-level network infrastructure.
Unfortunately, in cases where a very large sample of network
traffic is required quickly, passive monitoring would be
unsuitable due to the small-world properties of modern P2P
networks.

3.3.

Active Application-Level Monitoring

Ripneau and Foster [9] performed the first active applicationlevel trace of the Gnutella network from November 2000 to
May 2001. This study attempted to map the Gnutella network
in terms of the average number of links between hosts and the
number of hops that these links represent on the underlying IP
network. To achieve this, a specialized Gnutella peer known as
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a ‘crawler’ was developed. The crawler connects via the
normal Gnutella boot-strapping system and uses Gnutella’s
peer-discovery mechanism [12] to find new peers. The IP
address of these peers is added to the list of those observed and
the crawler attempts reconnection in a new location, repeating
the process and gradually building a ‘map’ of the network. The
resulting map includes the total number of nodes, the total
number of links and average traffic data. Based upon the
findings of this study, Ripneau concluded that the emergent
structure of the Gnutella network was such that the network’s
bandwidth consumption would limit its scalability, as
predicted by Ritter [29]. Unfortunately, Ripneau’s crawling
approach is invasive, as repeated reconnection affects the P2P
network. It is also un-scalable due to the computational and
network expense incurred when crawling the application-level
network.
Saroui et al. [10] extended Washington University’s work on
monitoring P2P systems to the application level with a one
month crawl of the Gnutella network in May 2001. The
crawler used a similar methodology to Ripneau and observed
between 8,000 and 10,000 unique peers, which at that time
would have accounted for between 25% and 50% of the
Gnutella network. The 2001 Saroiu trace recorded low-level
data, including each peer’s IP address, latency and bottleneck
bandwidth between peers; along with higher level data
including each peers advertised bandwidth and the number and
size of files being shared. These high-level properties were
measured by logging Gnutella’s resource discovery and
network maintenance messages, while bottleneck bandwidth
was measured using SProbe [30], a network tool that uses a
TCP exploit to accurately measure bottleneck bandwidth
without the need for remote cooperation.
Chu et al [11] performed the first study that attempted to
quantify the availability of peers and files on the Gnutella
network using a forty day trace performed in early 2002. This
trace was gathered by a tool based upon the Jtella API [17]
that followed a similar methodology to the Ripneau crawler
[9]. Search-response messages were intercepted by the crawler
and unique peers were identified based upon their advertised
IP and port pairs. The crawler was used to gather a list of
20,000 unique peers using the ‘BearShare’ and ‘SwapNut’
clients, at which point a second program, known as the
‘tracking manager’ attempted to download each peer’s file-list
using proprietary BearShare and SwapNut extensions. Using
this methodology, the availability of peers and files was
monitored for a period of 40 days beginning on March 28th.
Chu reported a strong correlation between time-of-day and
node availability and proposed a model to describe peer
availability. Additionally, Chu provided a breakdown of
relative file-type popularity and corroborated the finding of
Saroiu [10], that file popularity is highly skewed with the top
10% of files accounting for more than 50% of shared data. A
clear limitation of Chu’s study lies in the use of proprietary
extensions to obtain file lists, which limits the size of the trace
and introduces possible bias due to the limited user-group
studied.
Bittorrent is peculiar amongst P2P file sharing systems in that
it does not implement a resource discovery mechanism. Thus,
passive application-level monitoring is rendered ineffective

due to the lack of resource discovery traffic. For this reason,
Bittorrent studies generally actively query Bittorrent
‘trackers’; specialized peers which mediate connection to the
file distribution overlay, joining this overlay to participate in
file distribution if further data is required. The first Bittorrent
study was performed by Izal et al. in 2004 [31] shortly after
Bittorrent’s release and analyzed the life-span of a files being
distributed using Bittorrent over a five month period. Izal
showed that Bittorrent was a highly effective distribution
mechanism for popular media effectively addressing the
problem of ‘flash crowds’. In 2005 Thommes et al. [32]
further examined the ‘fairness’ of the Bittorrent protocol. The
study found that Bittorrent performs near-optimally in terms of
uplink bandwidth utilization, but that low bandwidth peers
frequently downloaded significantly more than they uploaded.
While the differential experience of Bittorrent peers may be
considered unfairness, as it was by the authors of this paper, it
may also be responsible for Bittorrent’s high level of
popularity; as the protocol is capable of catering to the needs
of users on both high bandwidth and slow connections.
In each of the cases discussed above, active application-level
monitoring has been used to study P2P traffic properties in an
Internet-wide context, where a very large and typical body of
trace data was required (e.g. mapping the Gnutella network).
Active application-level monitoring is easy to deploy and
should not contain local bias; however, the aggressive
reconnection and interrogation approach employed makes this
approach invasive and limits its scalability. Due to the
invasiveness of this approach, active application-level
monitoring may be easily detected and due in part to extensive
copyright enforcement activities, file sharing user communities
actively search for and attempt to circumvent active
monitoring approaches.

3.4.

Summary of Monitoring Approaches

This paper introduced a classification scheme for empirical
studies of P2P file sharing systems based upon the tracing
methodology that they employ: network-level monitoring,
passive application-level monitoring or active application-level
monitoring. In the context of this classification, significant
empirical studies were reviewed along with the benefits and
drawbacks of each approach. These are summarized below:
Network-level monitoring is transparent to the network and
highly scalable. It is capable of comparing traffic flows from
multiple P2P systems side-by-side and is well suited to
characterizing P2P traffic on large private networks; however,
it is poorly suited for performing global monitoring of P2P
systems due to the possibility of local bias. Moreover,
network-level monitoring requires low-level access to core
network infrastructure, which is often unfeasible. Examples of
network-level monitoring studies include [2] and [6].
Passive application-level monitoring is also scalable and
transparent to the network. It can be performed without access
to core network infrastructure, though it does not provide as
large a volume of trace data as network-level monitoring or
crawler-based application-level monitoring. Furthermore, it is
inherently protocol specific. Passive application-level
monitoring is thus best suited to instances where network-level
monitoring is impossible or where a non-invasive approach is
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desirable. Examples of passive application-level monitoring
studies include [7] and [8].
Active application-level monitoring is less transparent and
scalable than either network-level or passive application-level
monitoring; however, it allows large volumes of trace data to
be gathered without low-level access to the network
infrastructure. It is thus the best approach where global
network information is required and access to the underlying
network infrastructure is not possible. Examples of active
application-level monitoring studies include [10] and [11].

which cite these studies fail to adequately consider such
limitations. For example, the data-point provided by Adar’s
2000 study of free riding [7] has been used in a significant
body of research until the present day, however, when this
study was revisited by Hughes et al. [4] in 2005, it was
discovered that free riding had increased, revealing a
significant, and (until that point), unidentified trend.
Figure 1 illustrates the date and duration of each of the P2P
traces discussed in this paper. As figure 1 illustrates, few of the
P2P studies presented in this paper are of sufficient duration to
identify trends in P2P traffic, rather they simply provide a
data-point for the monitored characteristics. The notable
exceptions to this are Gummadi’s 2003 Kazaa trace [3] which
was long enough to observe seasonal variations and Hughes’
2005 study of free-riding [5] which, by revisiting Adar’s 2000
experiment [7] was able to show an intervening trend in user
behavior.

4. Limitations of Existing Work
There are a number of significant shortcomings in the current
body of research on P2P traffic monitoring. The first and
perhaps most significant of which is the wide-spread use of
closed data sets. As can be seen from Figure 1, P2P studies
may require weeks or even months of P2P traffic data. While it
is understandable that after investing significant time and
effort in gathering a data set, researchers may be reluctant to
make this data public, this prevents the findings of studies
being verified using different methodologies and prevents
trace data being revisited in new contexts.
Another significant gap exists in the body of work on P2P
monitoring regarding the identification of underlying trends.
For example, the data-point provided by Adar’s 2000 study of
free riding [7] was revisited by Hughes in 2004 [5] and 2005
[28], each time revealing a significantly different data point. It
may be is possible that other equally significant trends might
be discovered by revisiting past studies. For example, would
the growing popularity of digital video be reflected by an
increase in the availability of such files since Chu’s [11] 2002
study of file availability? Despite the possibility of exposing
significant trends in user behaviour, few studies choose to
revisit earlier data-points.

Figure 1. Time Distribution of P2P Traces

P2P traces such as those presented in this paper have proven
invaluable in informing research in the field of P2P systems,
however, each of these studies provides only a piece of the
puzzle; describing a subset of P2P traffic characteristics for a
subset of protocols over the duration of the trace. Often, papers

Most empirical studies of P2P file sharing systems are
concerned only with the technical characteristics of P2P traffic
(files shared, bandwidth usage etc.). While this information is
critical for simulation of P2P traffic and for the development
of approaches to encouraging positive user behaviour, the next
step, reasoning about the social and psychological factors
which produce this behaviour, is rarely taken. Furthermore,
most studies do not take into account the real-world factors
which may affect P2P traffic. Notable exceptions to this are
the studies by Adar [7] and Hughes [5] [8] [28] [33], that
explicitly consider the social factors which are responsible for
observed behaviour.
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5. Design of an Open P2P Tracing System

5.2. Maintaining User Anonymity

This paper has made the case that an open, easy to access and
long-term P2P trace is required to improve our understanding
of P2P file sharing systems. This section now discusses the
design and implementation of such a system: The Open P2P
Tracing System. As previously described, the system will use
a passive application-level tracing methodology [5] to gather
data. The implementation of this functionality will now be
described.

Open publication of IP addresses and other identifying data is
ethically dubious and would likely have a number of
undesirable effects. Furthermore, studies have suggested that
P2P users are migrating to those file sharing systems which are
more difficult to monitor [20]. It is therefore likely that
publication of user data from one P2P system would drive
users to other, unmonitored systems or perhaps even result in
the P2P community attempting to exclude the tracing client.
Recent research [20] has also suggested that the level of
perceived anonymity offered by P2P networks has a
significant effect on user behaviour. This implies that the
publication of IP addresses might cause a significant ‘observer
effect’.

5.1. Tracing Functionality
Implementation of tracing functionality is dependent upon the
P2P system being monitored. As the Open Tracing System
aims to provide a widely reusable data set, we intend to
monitor several of today’s most popular P2P systems,
including Gnutella [12], Fasttrack [13], eDonkey [14],
DirectConnect [15] and Bittorrent [16]. In order to minimize
the time required to port monitoring code to additional P2P
networks we implement logging functionality by modifying
existing open source clients available for each P2P network.
Analysis of such clients, which include Jtella [17], Open
DirectConnect [18] and Azureus [19] revealed that each
shared elements of common structure. Of particular
significance in terms of implementing tracing support was
that each client implements a single routing component which
is used to process incoming and outgoing messages. It is into
this routing component that we insert monitoring code. This is
shown in Figure 2.

Web Access

Open Source P2P Client

Raw SQL

Application Functions
SEARCH

Database

DOWNLOAD

BROWSE…

Message Routing

Data Processing

Logging Code

P2P Network
Figure 2. System Architecture

In order to ensure that sufficient data is gathered, the system
is capable of maintaining a large number of network
connections, for example by connecting as an Ultrapeer when
monitoring Gnutella. Furthermore, in order to ensure data is
representative, the system periodically re-connects to different
areas of the P2P network.

While maintaining anonymity is desirable, a globally unique
user identifier (GUID) is often required to accurately track the
behaviour of users over time. For this reason, as data is
gathered, all IP addresses and user-names are switched for a
randomly assigned GUID.
Any additional information
encapsulated in the original identifier, such as country and
service provider, is resolved and stored separately in the
database.
Replacing real world identifiers with a randomly assigned but
consistent GUID prevents third parties from associating trace
data with individuals. However, in the long term this method
would lead to the accumulation of data on millions of P2P
users, which gives rise to significant security implications. We
have therefore arrived at a compromise solution, wherein we
only attempt to ensure that GUIDs remain unique during a
typical period of connection (session), after which time the
IP/GUID mapping is discarded and, if that peer is observed
again, it will be assigned a new GUID.
This compromise between maintaining anonymity and user
tracking is evaluated in section 6.

5.3. Data Collection and Storage
Due to the scalability problems associated with resource
discovery on decentralized P2P networks, P2P systems have
increasingly moved towards Super-node architectures such as
the architecture used in Kazaa [13] or the Gnutella 0.6 ultrapeer scheme [12]. Concurrently, the scalability problems
which arise from the use of a single indexing server have
prompted centralised systems to move towards more
decentralized architectures that utilize user-hosted indexing
servers as demonstrated by DirectConnect and eDonkey. In
both cases, the presence of peers on the application-level
network which are responsible for routing a greater proportion
of messages facilitates application-level monitoring. By
connecting to the network as a Gnutella ‘ultra-peer’, a Direct
Connect ‘hub’ or eDonkey ‘server’, a greater proportion of
traffic can be captured using passive application-level
monitoring.
The Bittorrent network is a special case. As Bittorrent does not
support resource discovery, torrents are indexed on publicly
available trackers, which are accessible on the web. Thus
tracing of Bittorrent may be achieved by querying the trackers
for details of users currently participating in each per-file
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overlay. An overview of this tracing methodology is described
in more detail in [36].
As we intend that tracing data should be made accessible to a
broad audience, we will use a standard MySQL database for
data storage. As SQL is currently the most popular database
technology for online applications we hope this will maximize
the accessibility of the system. A separate SQL database is
maintained for each P2P system being monitored and each of
these databases contains per-message tables. Each message
that is stored in the database is time-stamped, facilitating the
retrieval of data for a specific instant or time-period. In order
to maintain flexibility, the system also logs all message types
as it is difficult to predict in advance what data may be of
interest to other researchers

5.4. Data Access and Presentation
Alongside raw SQL access, we also provide a web-based
method of data access for interested parties. We hope this will
allow the system to support a range of users with diverse
requirements. We envision that three classes of user will make
use of the system: i) corporate users, ii) computing researchers
and iii) non-computing researchers.
Corporate users of the system might include P2P developers,
who could use the system to assess the market penetration of
their P2P products, and the music and film industry that might
use the system to assess the extent to which their products
were being distributed on P2P systems. To facilitate access for
corporate users in particular, the system supports on-the-fly
generation of common graphs illustrating both current and
historic data based on a number of criteria including: P2P
client popularity, file popularity and availability, level of user
participation and free-riding. The system is also capable of
exporting this same data in common formats such as comma
separated value (CSV) files and Excel (XLS) spreadsheet
documents. To further facilitate the association of P2P traffic
with real-world factors, graphical data is annotated with news
articles containing references to P2P, which are culled from
RSS feeds. This functionality may be used to answer questions
such as whether high-profile copyright prosecutions increase
levels of free-riding, or whether news about a specific P2P
client affected its level of use.
Computing researchers are most likely to be interested in
accessing raw traffic data provided by the system. This is
possible through direct access to the SQL database which
allows more versatility in interrogation than hard-coded trend
data that the system provides.
Non-computing researchers are supported by the systems
ability to export traffic data in CSV and XLS formats, which
can both be accessed using common office software. It is also
possible that ‘casual’ Internet users may find this data of
interest, though the requirements of these users have not been
explicitly considered in the design of the system. The web
interface is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Web Interface of the Open Tracing System

5.5. Implementation Status and Access
The current implementation of the Open Tracing System
focuses on the tracing of the Gnutella network, the results of
which are being used as a basis to evaluate system
functionality (as will be discussed in section 6). Adding
support for tracing additional networks is being implemented
in parallel to this.
The system is currently at a pre-alpha stage and therefore
access to it must currently be arranged through the authors of
this paper. However, we are actively looking for case studies,
such as those described in section 7, which we hope will guide
system development. We anticipate that, in due course, the
open P2P tracing system will be made freely accessible online.

6. Initial evaluation results
We have begun analyzing the performance of the Open P2P
Tracing System in terms of its network, computational and
storage requirements. The system is hosted and evaluated on a
2.8GHz Intel P4 with 512MB RAM and a 100GB hard drive
connected to the Internet via a high-speed academic network.
In order to minimize invasiveness during evaluation, the
modified tracing peer maintains a single ultra-peer connection
and allows unlimited incoming leaf-node connections. As
previously described, in order to ensure the typicality of our
trace, the system periodically reconnects to the network at an
interval of six hours. This figure was derived empirically – we
found that a shorter time resulted in connections to less stable
peers and less volumes of data, whilst a longer time introduced
local effects (e.g. the sharing preferences of core peers) that
could impact on the data.
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The local network requirements of tracing Gnutella have been
assessed through experimentation, while gathering trace data.
This reveals that the system consumes an average bandwidth
of 98kbps as a result of routing resource discovery messages
and an additional 9kbps due to routing control messages,
which is commensurate with results obtained elsewhere [7].
The networking requirements of passive application level
tracing can easily be met by our available networking
infrastructure.

6.2. Storage Requirements
The storage requirements of our tracing methodology were
assessed during the gathering of a single-connection Ultrapeer
trace of the Gnutella network, conducted over a period of one
month. Experimental results are shown in Figure 4.
The storage requirements of tracing the Gnutella network
using MySQL’s standard data compression range from a
minimum of 40MB per day to a maximum of 95MB per day.
While this makes long-term tracing feasible using standard
desktop storage hardware, available storage capacity still
forms the bottleneck in our tracing capability and for this
reason, only one tracing connection per monitored network
will be maintained by the Open Tracing System for the
immediate future.

Storage Requirements of Tracing

relationship between IP discard time and the percentage of
sessions where any data would have been lost. The ‘long tail’
of the graph shown in Figure 5 is due to the presence of a
small number of highly available peers with server-like
characteristics and implies that total session coverage would
require an unfeasibly long ID-discard period, in turn leading to
the maintenance of very large numbers of IP addresses.
Figure 6 explores the relationship between discard time and
the number of IP addresses stored by the system. The graph
shows that the number of stored IP’s varies significantly over
the period of our trace and based upon the discard time used.
Based upon these results, we have selected a discard time of 6
hours. This period successfully captures 93% of sessions as
shown in Figure 6 and results in the open tracing system
storing an average of fewer than 800 IP addresses at any one
time as shown in Figure 6.
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As previously discussed, the anonymization approach used is a
compromise between storing large volumes of user records
and providing a consistent GUID to support session tracking.
During our month long trace of the Gnutella network, we
performed a number of experiments to determine an optimal
IP discard time.
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We first monitored session lengths across our trace and found
that more than half lasted less than one hour and that more
than 80% less than two hours, this is commensurate with
results obtained elsewhere [10]. Figure 5 shows the
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7. Exploiting Open Tracing
In order to better illustrate how an open P2P tracing system
may be used to expand our understanding of how P2P file
sharing systems are used, this section provides a detailed
summary of studies that have been performed by Lancaster
University using the same passive application-level tracing
methodology as used in the open tracing system.
“Free Riding on Gnutella Revisited: the Bell Tolls?”
revisited Adar’s 2001 study of Gnutella traffic. Adar found
that (i) over two thirds of Gnutella users download files while
not uploading – effectively free riding and (ii) user
contribution was highly asymmetric with the top contributors
providing a disproportionate share of files. Our 2005 study
found that in the intervening four years, this situation had
worsened. While we found similarly asymmetric contribution
levels, the number of contributing peers had fallen by more
than half. The stark difference between these data points
shows the benefit of revisiting established data points, a key
goal of the open tracing system.
“Is Deviant Behaviour the Norm on P2P File Sharing
Networks?” was performed in 2005 in collaboration with
psychologists, to answer the question of whether the
perception of anonymity and lack of censorship on Gnutella
encourages the distribution of illegal pornographic material.
Our study found that while the level of resource discovery
traffic relating to illegal pornographic material was high (1.6%
of searches and 2.4% of responses), that this traffic was
generated by a small, yet active subset of the network that
shared nothing else. This finding has useful implications for
the policing of P2P file sharing networks, but more
importantly shows how collaboration between academic
disciplines, another key goal of the open tracing system, can
lead to better understanding of P2P user behaviour.
“Supporting Law Enforcement in Digital Communities
through Natural Language Analysis” revisited our 2005 trace
data, looking specifically at the level of traffic related to child
abuse material. We found that 1% of search traffic related to
such material and 1.6% of response traffic. Building upon this
analysis in collaboration with linguistics researchers and child
protection researchers and professionals, this paper suggested
an approach to automating the policing of P2P file sharing
systems for child abuse material. As with the previous study
this illustrates the significant benefits of making P2P file
sharing trace data to other disciplines.

in real-time using standard desktop hardware. The system
facilitates access for users from diverse backgrounds- a direct
interface to the SQL database allows versatile access for
computing researchers, while a simplified web interface and
on-the-fly computation of common P2P characteristics such as
the level of ‘free riding’ and relative file-type popularity
facilitate access for those from non-computing fields.
In the short term, future work will focus on the implementation
of tracing functionality for additional P2P systems. In the
longer term we intend to investigate incorporating Natural
Language Processing mechanisms into the system to allow the
user to perform more sophisticated analyses. In addition to this
we will also examine the feasibility of using technologies such
as Aspect Oriented Programming to assist in the non-invasive
monitoring of P2P systems, and also to investigate alternative,
more scalable data storage solutions.
In parallel to extending tracing support, we intend to evaluate
the usefulness of the system as a tool, using a number of case
studies. Part of this will include working with psychology
researchers to investigate the process of group formation in
P2P communities. This will build upon our previous work [5]
[8] [28] [33] and allow us to explore the extent to which the
system can support inter-disciplinary research.
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NetWare 2009: June 14-19, 2009 - Athens, Greece
 SENSORCOMM 2009, The Third International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications
 SECURWARE 2009, The Third International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and
Technologies
 MESH 2009, The Second International Conference on Advances in Mesh Networks
 AFIN 2009, The First International Conference on Advances in Future Internet
 DEPEND 2009, The Second International Conference on Dependability
NexComm 2009: July 19-24, 2009 - Colmar, France
 CTRQ 2009, The Second International Conference on Communication Theory, Reliability, and Quality of Service
 ICDT 2009, The Fourth International Conference on Digital Telecommunications
 SPACOMM 2009, The First International Conference on Advances in Satellite and Space Communications
 MMEDIA 2009, The First International Conferences on Advances in Multimedia
InfoWare 2009: August 25-31, 2009 – Cannes, French Riviera, France
 ICCGI 2009, The Fourth International Multi-Conference on Computing in the Global Information Technology
 ICWMC 2009, The Fifth International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Communications
 INTERNET 2009, The First International Conference on Evolving Internet
SoftNet 2009: September 20-25, 2009 - Porto, Portugal
 ICSEA 2009, The Fourth International Conference on Software Engineering Advances
o SEDES 2009: Simpósio para Estudantes de Doutoramento em Engenharia de Software
 ICSNC 2009, The Fourth International Conference on Systems and Networks Communications
 CENTRIC 2009, The Second International Conference on Advances in Human-oriented and Personalized
Mechanisms, Technologies, and Services
 VALID 2009, The First International Conference on Advances in System Testing and Validation Lifecycle
 SIMUL 2009, The First International Conference on Advances in System Simulation
NexTech 2009: October 11-16, 2009 - Sliema, Malta
 UBICOMM 2009, The Third International Conference on Mobile Ubiquitous Computing, Systems, Services and
Technologies
 ADVCOMP 2009, The Third International Conference on Advanced Engineering Computing and Applications in
Sciences
 CENICS 2009, The Second International Conference on Advances in Circuits, Electronics and Micro-electronics
 AP2PS 2009, The First International Conference on Advances in P2P Systems
 EMERGING 2009, The First International Conference on Emerging Network Intelligence
 SEMAPRO 2009, The Third International Conference on Advances in Semantic Processing

